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:Bold Blackburn, the leader or the Red Riders or the Range, had played his last card. Sedgwick
suddenly heard some one calling to him, and turning he beheld Youn~
Wild West and the detective beckoning to him.
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Young Wild West and the Detective
OR, THE RED RIDERS OF THE RANGE
BY AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.-Harry Harper.

.

.,

"Do you know anything about the young fellow
they call Young Wild West?"
This question was asked of the driver of the
o&tage-coach that ran between Spondulicks and
Weston, two red-hot mining towns situated in the
:iohthern part of what was then called Dakota
Territory. The man who asked the question had
climbed upon the seat beside the driver just as the
outfit was to leave Spondulicks on its regular trip
to Weston.
The driver sized his questioner up,
and then, with a smile... that was half pitying,
said:
"Do I know anything about the fellow they call
iYoung Wild West? Well, I reckon I do! He's
jest about ther gamest piece of stuff that .ever
lived in these diggin's I Why, stranger, he is
cmly a boy yet, but he holds the name of being
ther champion deadshot of ther West, an' he's so
cool an' daring that ther Old Boy himself wouldn't
make him fl.inch. Then ag'in some people call him
ther prince of ther saddle when they speak of
hjpi. They call him that jest because that's jest
ifi!at he is-he has never found his match at
ridin' a horse! Young Wild West are a gentle.man, too, stranger, but he would be a bad man to
stack up agin, if you was in ther wrong."
"Oh, 1 don't expect to stack up against him,
friend,'' replied the stranger. "I am much obliged
to you for your information. I have heard considerable about Young Wild West, and I am going
over to Weston on purpose to see him and have a
talk with him."
"You look as though you might be from ther
East, stranger," and the driver cracked his longlashed whip at the leaders, and the journey over
the mountain began.
"Yes, I am from the East. That is where I
was born and bred, but I have just come in from
Denver, where I have been stopping a few weeks."
"Then yer knows something about ther country out here?"
"Yes, a little."
"Well, stranger, as we've got a good fifteenft!lle 'jaunt ahead of us, an' you seem to act as
though your'e goin' to sit up here with me, we
ought to know each other, I'm thinkin'. My name
is Shep Borey; what might yours be?"
"Ohl" answered the strancer with a -s mile.
"J,ly name is Harry Harper.''

. "Waal, Harry Harper, I've ·taken a sorter notion to yer. Put her there!" and the driver
changed the reins to his left hand and gave the
passenger on the box a hearty shake.
"Thank you. How :far is Deadwooa from
here?"
"About ninety miles, . I reckon.
Ever been
there?"
"No."
"Well, it ain't much of a place. Weston kin
beat it all holler."
"So I have heard. Say! Young Wild West
has started quite a business in Weston, I hear?"
"Yes, he an' his friends staked out claims that
adjoined one another iin' then formed what they
call ther Wild West Mining and Improvement
Company. They built a nice shanty for an office
an' put up shanties to live in. It are said that"
they formed ther company to boom ther town,
and it did boom it, too!"
"How many are 'in the company?"
"I don't know. Lemme see. There's old DoveEye, who's one of ther first men what located at
w~at i~ now c?,lled Weston. He's a regular ringtailed roarer an' honest as ther day is long. He'S'
ther president of ther company. Then there's Jim
Dart, a young feller about ther same age as
Young Wild West, he's ther secretary. Young
Wild West is ther treasurer an' chairman of tlier
board of trustees, which is made up of him an' a
daJ).dy scout named Cheyenne Charlie, an' another
scout who came over from Fort Bridger named
Jack Robedee. '!'hey are all deadshots, an' it is
said that ther five of 'em could lick a hundred
Sioux Injuns or stand off a troop of cavalry.
Young Wild West is ther boss of 'em, an' what he
says is never disputed by any vf the company, or
anyone else what knows him, for that matter."
"These· people· have cleaned out some pretty
tough gangs, haven't they?"
"I guess they have!" exclaimed the driver. "If
it hadn't been for Young Wild West an' liis crowd,
I reckon we wouldn't be ridin' along here without
a guard of half a dozen good men. They've jest
made it hard livin' for road agents an' renegades,
· they have. When Young Wild West starts in to
hunt out a bad gang they might jest as well give
in, for they always go. They generally dance
out of ther world with their feet touchin' nothin'
to ther tune that's made by hot lead pills whistlin'
through ther airl4f ,
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"I see," and Harry Harper nodded as though
he \\Tas glad to hear such talk about Young Wild
West.
Harper was a rather lightly built, athletic looking man of thirty. His keen, gray eyes and
smooth face gave him the appearance of an actor
more than anything else, though it would be hard
for the average man to judge what he was. His
light hair was cropped close to a head which was
topped off with a straw hat, such as are worn by
men who hail from the East, or where more polished society than could be found in that region
holds sway. The baggy blue flannel suit he wore
did not set off his form to any great advantage.
It was about two sizes too large for him, and the
pockets it contained seemed to be filled with bulky
articles, which served to make it set upon him
worse than it would otherwise have done. There
was nothing to indicate that he carried a weapon
of any sort, though Shep Morey, the driver of the
stage-coach, would have been willing to lay a
twenty-dollar gold piece that he had a shooter
about him, and that he knew how to use it, too.
Shep had sized him up with the conclusion lhat
he was no tenderfoot, even if he was dressed like
ono. The stage-coach did not have a great many
passengers that morning. There were only four
rnen and a woman inside and Harry Harper outside, in the company of the driver. The woman
was journeying to Weston to met her husband
and make her home with him there. She was
a"bout fifty, stout and rather crabbed, it seemed,
as she wanted nearly the whole side of the vehicle
to herself, strewing that portion which she could
not otherwise use with bundles. The four men,
who had become acquainted in some way, smiled
at her fussiness, and when the stage gave a sudden jolt and sent some of her bundles on the floor,
one of them laughed outright. He was a darlc,
sinister looking man of forty, wearing a big
slouch hat, and his upper lip and chin were
adorned with a heavy black mustache and beard.
"You needn't laugh, you black muzzled brute!"
snapped the woman. "I didn't expect to get insulted when I got in this rig. I thought I was in
the company of gentlemen."
Only one of the men flushed at this sharp remark. His appearance ·would indicate that he
was one of the many who had come a long distance to seek his fortune in the Black Hills. The
otlfer three laughed heartily at the woman, and
when the fellow who had been abashed by her remark started to help her pl.ck up the bundles, they
told him to stop.
"Let the old cat do that herself," said the man
with the big slouch hat. "She has tried to make
it unpleasant for us from the very start."
The woman looked daggers at him, but said no
more. She soon settled back into as comfortable
a position as she could find and fell asleep. And
so the time passed till the fork of the roads
was reached. This spot was little more than half
way to Weston, and was where a person coming
from Weston could take his choice of going to the
right to the prairie beyond, ,or the left to S pondulicks. Suddenly the man with the black mustache and beard reached over and seized the
sleeping woman by the shoulder. A revolver appeared in his other hand at the same time.
"Hand over what money and valuables you have
got!" he hissed. "Hurry up, you she-cat, or I'll
fet daylight through you!'t

Half asleep and nearly frightened out of her
wits, the old lady gazed at him with distended
jaws. The quiet man, who had been playing a
losing game of cards with the other three, started
to rise to his feet and instinctively slid his haw!
toward his coat pocket.
"None of thatf" said the fellow next to him in
a loud whisper. "Hold up your hands! You are
in the same boat with ther old woman!"
There were three revolvers exposed to view
now, instead of one, and it struck the man very
forcibly that he and the woman were destined to
be the victims of clever highwaymen.
"Shell out-the pair of you!" cried the villain
with the "black muzzle," to u se the old lady's
words. "There isn't any fun about this, I want
you to understand. If you don't shell out at once
,without- making an outcry the three of us will begin to shoot! You know what that means. You'll
both die right where you are!"
"Oh-oh-oh !" groaned the fat woman, and
then she produced about thirty dollars in money
and an old silver wakh from some hidden part
·
.
of her clothing.
"Is th&t all?" asked the ·leader of the robbers,
as he bowed politely and took it.
"Yes, an' I'm sorry it is so much," was the reply. "Here I've been starving myself an' travelin'
as cheap as I could, so I would have a little lefb.
of what my husband sent me to get out here, an'
now it is all gone! If I'd known this I'd have
spent it all an' lived high on the way. Why don'.t
you kill me, an' have done with it?"
The robber waved his revolver in front of her
as though he was going to shoot.
"I dare you to, you black muzzled scoundrel!"
was the retort in a defiant tone.
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed the man.
Meanwhile the other two men had gone through
the other victim, and without further wor·ds they
opened the door of the stage-coach. The instant
they did this the old lady began to scream at the.
top of her voice. This was what the robbers wanted her to do, for the driver pulled up the
horses to see what was the matter, and that gave
them a chance to leap to the ground with safety.
Scarcely more than a second elapsed when they
were out upon the ground and making for a clump
of rocks at the side of the road.
"Murder! Robbers!" screamed the woman, now
bec'lming hysterical.
Crack! Crack! Shep Morey, the driver, and
Harry Harper, the passenger on the box beside
him, sent a couple of shots after the fleeing villains. But they were not quick enough, and the
bullets merely flattened against the rocks.
"By the living jingo!" cried Harper. "I must .
say that I have 1been completely deceived by those
three men. If I had known that they were robbers you can bet they would never have got away
like that."
"A very neat trick they have played on us," replied the driver. "I wonder why they did not try
to take the mail bags?"
"They-- Lookout! Here they come again!
Start the horses, for we won't stand any show
•
with that gang!"
Out upon the road a score of riders sudden])!
dashed. They all wore red shirts and plumes of
the same color in their hats. Shep Morey no
sooner saw them coming when he plied the whip
and away went the four horses hitched to the
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stage-coach on a mad gallop. A volley was fired

by the horsemen in red, b_u t it did no damage,

luckily for those in the vehic,le. For some strange
reason the band did not pursue the stage-coach
<\lKr a hundred yards, and it 'thundered over 'the
fflgh mountain road.
"I am just a little bit surprised at what has
ihappened," ,s aid Harper, as the horses were
brought down to a slower gait. "Not much,
either."
"W.:ell, I'm a whole lot surprised," gasped
Morey. "Them fellows in red is somethin' entirely new around these parts."
"Yes?"
"Never seen or heard of •em before."
"Well, the chances are that you will see more
of them if you keep on at the job you have now

3

came in sight the outfit was on time, and a few
mirtutes later if drew up in front of the postoffice.
.
,
"Quite a town, I must say," observed Harry
Harper, as he got ready to get down from the
box.
"You bet it is!" was the reply. "See that finelooking young feller talkin' to that old man over
there?"
"Yes. Who is he?"
"That's Young Wild West."
"Good! I will have a talk with him at once."
Harper dropped lightly to _the ground and
walked over to where the boy and man were
talking at the corner of the post-office building.

t"

go''Oh! I'll stick to my job; don't think I'm CHAPTER
IL-Young Wild West Hears About
scared. But I'll have some good men to go with,
the Red Riders.
,ou kin bet, especially when the mail has got
much value to it, or there is a moneyed lot of
"Excuse me," "'said Harry Harper, as he stepped
passengers aboard."
"Is this Mr. West?"
"That's the way to talk!" exclaimed Harper. up."Yes,"
answered Young Wild West, turning
"You are made out of the right sort of stuff, , and looking
at the new arrival ifuarply. "Dici
Korey. I like men of your sort,"
want to see me, sir?"
"Say, what kind of a man are you, anyway, you
"As soon as you are not engaged I should like
Harry Harper?"
to talk to you in private for a few minutes."
"Oh! I'm all right, I guess."
"Very
I am at your service now . . What
'I guess so, too. Why, you got your gun out can I do well.
for you?"
an' fired afore I could."
•
Harper
an envelope from his inner
"That's because you had the reins in your pocket and pulled
handed it to Young Wild West.
!hands, I guess."
The
scout took notice that the envelope
"Well, mebbe it was, but you got ahead of me, bore theyoung
mark of the, government and that it was
anyway."
addressed to Harry Harper, General Delivery,
At this juncture the woman inside .of the coach
Col.
began yelling like mad. She had dropped into Denver,
is my name," said Harper. "But read
a light faint as the robbers fled, and now she had the"That
contents."
.
come out of it and was bound to make herself
Wild pulled a document out and read the folheard.
"Keep quiet, lady!" called out the driver. "I lowing:
don't want to stop jest yet. There's a whole "H. HARPER, ESQ., Denver, Col.
gang of robl>ers after us, an' they are ' liable to
"DEAR Sm: From advices received from the varipounce on us any minute!"
ous commandants of the fort3 in the West, I feel
"She's one of them wimmin what's got no rea- safe to recommend a young man who lives in a
son in her, or anythin¥. else," he added to his town called Weston, and is known as Young
•hbor on the seat. 'I sized her up ther mo- Wild West. You will need the assistance of a
ment I seen her comin' to git in ther rig. I
very shrewd scout and border man to assist you
wouldn't want to be her husband, hanged if I
in .breaking up the dangerous gang who have
would!"
been operating il). portions of Colorado and NebHarper shook his head.
raska, and it, therefore, will be to your interec1t
· "I think it will be safe enough now to stop to see this Young Wild West and engage his
and quiet her," he observed.
,
services. The gentleman in charge of the Gov"All right, then. Jest as you say," and Morey e1·nment Secret Service Bureau has been authorsoon brought the horses to a halt.
ized to honor all drafts you may make upon him,
Hanw Harper got down off the seat and told so that means that you are to spare no expense
the woman that it was useless for her to set up in efforts to ride the country of the dangerous
SljlCh a howl. She had been robbed, but it could gang of law-breakers you have nicknamed the
not be helped, and so on.
Red Riders. Weston is located somewhere in the
"That's what I've been tryin' to tell her," spoke neighborhood of the mining camp called DeadU]> the other victim of the robbery. "They took
wood in southern Dakota, and I anticipate that
everything I had, even to my tobacoo. I feel bad you wilf have very little trouble in finding it.
over it, but what's the use of cryin' about it.
"Hoping that you will make a success of your
She's got a husband in Weston to look out for great undertaking, I remain,
Yours, etc.
her, an' I'll strike there without a cent."
''POSTMASTER-GENERAL."
This remark, for a wonder, had some effect on
the woman.
The name of the official was signed to the docushan't say any more," she exclaimed. "Go ment, too, and it bore the -seal of the United
oil with the horses l
Them men might come States Government. When Young Wild West had
back."
read it over carefully he handed it &ack to Harry
The stage-coach 1·umbled off again, and there Harper, and said:
~ no further mishap on the way, When Weston
"Mr. Harper, I guess I understand exactly what
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you want of me; and I assure you that I will
only be too glad to help you out all I can."
"Thank you, Mr. West."
"See here," remarke d Wild in his free and easy
manner , "don't call me Mr. West; Wild is good
enough. I don't care to be mistere d unless it is
by some big coward who is trying to put on. airs,
and goes a little too far. Then I general ly want
to be called Mister. "
''I llnderst and you perfectl y," replied Harper
with a smile. "I am only too glad to have the,
privileg e to call you by your first name, but when
I do so I shall expect you to call me Harry.~
"Oh, certainl y. Harry Harper , Govern ment.
Detectiv e, I am real glad to meet you. I am satisfi.ed that you are made of the right kind of stuff
for the calling you have chosen. Shake!"
"Thank you for the opinion you have of me. It
does me good to be complim ented by such a wellknown and popular young man as you are!" and
the two shook hands in a way that showed both
meant exactly what they said.
•
The driver of the stage-co ach was telling the
bystand ers of what had occurre d on the way to
Weston ; the fat woman was crying hysteric ally
in the arms of her husband , and the quiet man,
who had been relieved of all he had by the three
robbers , stood 'by, waiting for Harry Harper to
get through talking to Young Wild West.
"What is this I hear?" asked Wild. "The outfit held up on the way over from Spondu licks?"
"Yes," replied Harry. "I forgot to tell you
about that. We had three passeng ers to leave
Spondu licks with us whom I never dreame d of
being anythin g but plain, ordinar y passeng ers.
They proved to be real robbers , though, and I
have reason to believe that they belong to the
very gang I am after."
"Yes? What makes you think that?"
"Why, right after they made their escape from
the stage-co ach about twency horsem en charged
down upon us. Each man wore a flaming red
shirt and had a plume of the same color in his
hat. That is the way the Red Riders showed up
in Denver, where we drove them from. I learned
that they were headed this way, and that is why
I wrote to headqu arters at Washin gton for advice. The three men were probabl y the last to
arrive, and they traveled under the guise of hon- ,
est men."
"I see," said Wild. "1 though t it was about
time we had some. trouble around these digging s.
Things have been going on altogeth er too smooth
the past few weeks. Where did these Red Riders
show up on the way over from Spondu licks?"
"Right at the fork of the roads. There is a
place that leads down from the flat top of the
range right there, and I think they came right
down from it."
"I know where the place is perfectl y well," replied Young Wild West. "That range runs back
for miles and it.is a very wild place-a lmost unexplore d, I will say, for I have never been ov~r it
myself. It is full of dangero us crevices and precipices are on every hand. If the Red Riders have
taken the top of the range for their hangou t they
will J:i,ave to be mighty careful or they will fall
a mile or so downwa rd and save us the trouble
of using powder and lead on them."
. "Probab ly some of them are acquain ted with
the lay of the lan!l up there."
"Th.ai might be. There have been a few out,.

..... ,.

laws to escape death when the several bands.t hat
existed in these parts were broken up. There
might be some of these among the Red Riders. "
Wild no~ turned to the old man he had been
talking to, ·who was no other than old Murdoc k
the grandfa ther of his sweethe art, pretty Ariett-&i
Murdoc k, the postmis tress of Weston .
"Pop," said he, "this is Mr. Harper , He is
going to stop with me over at the house for a
while. Mr. Harper , Mr. Murdoc k, one of the old
pioneer s and Indian fighters of Fort Bridger ."
"Glad to make your acquain tance, Mr. Murdock," remark ed Harry, shaking hands with the
old veteran .
·
"Same to you, sir," was the reply.
Harper got his grip from_the top of the stagecoach a few minutes later, and then he walked
over to the office with Young Wild West.
Jim Dart, Cheyen ne Charlie , Jack Robedee, and
Dove-E ye Dave were there, and when Harry was
introdu ced to them all he made up his mind that
he had fallen among good people. He also made
a favorab le impress ion upon them all, and when
they learned his mission to Weston they really
felt delighte d. • "There' s lively times ahead once morel" exclaimed Cheyen ne Charlie , as he stroked ~is handsome mustac he with an air of satisfac tion.
"Red Riders, eh?" mused Jim Dart, speakin g
half aloud. "Well, they are someth ing new. T
red shirts they wear will make it easy for us to
pick them out." •
"That's right, Jim!" exclaim ed Jack Robedee
"It will be our duty to make them red shirts.
like sieves if ther wearers of 'em don't behave
themsel ves."
"They have shown themsel ves already ," spoke
up Wild. "They fired a volley at the stage-co ach
when it came along this mornin g."
"That so?" asked all hands in a breath.
"Yes," and then the handsom e young deadsho t
and prince of the saddle told them what happen ed
on the way from Spondu licks to Weston .
Harry Harper then told of the humoro us side
of the affair, and when they heard how the old
woman had acted they all laughed . Harper was
just speakin g .about the quiet man who hacl. lo~
all he possess ed when who should come up to the ·
door of the office but the self~sam e individ ual!
"Can I speak to you a minute? " he asked,.
looking at Harper .
"Come on in!" cried out Wild in a friendly
tone. "Come in! We want you to give us an
idea of how the three robbers looked."
"I kin do that easy enough, since I was playin' cards with 'em," was the answer, as, the man
came in and sat down on a bench.
"Well, just tell us, then."
"Well, the leader of 'em was about his size,"
and he pointed to Cheyen ne Carlie. "He had a
black mustac he an' chin whisker s, an' looked as
though he might be a pretty tough man. He was
mighty quick at d1·awin' a gun. The other two
were about my size, only both of 'em were a little
stouter. They had srmioth faces an' were also
mighty quick about gittin' their shooter s out."
"But they wouldn 't stay and face the music,"
observe d Harper . "It took three of them to rob
an old woman and one man. When they haddone this they jumped out and ran for the cover
of the rocks."
"That's if exactly . Say! - I followe d you over
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here, because I thought maybe you'd see if you
couldn't get me a job of something to do till I
get enough to buy a set of tools to try my
k at minin'. I had over a hundred dollars,
t they cleaned me out. They even took my
pistol and my plug of tobacco!"
' 1We will start you in to work right after dinner," said Wild, when he had looked the man
carefully over and reached the conclusion that he
was an honest and inoffensive sort of fellow.
"We never go back on an honest man in this
town."
"Thank you!" exclaimed the man, his eyes
sparkling with delight.
.
"What might your name be, stranger?" mquired Cheyenne Charlie.
"John Sedgwick-Quiet John is ther nickname
I went by on ther farm in Io:,wa. I've wo~ked
on a farm considerable, but my real trade 1s a
bartender."
"Why don't you go over ·to the Gazoo, or some
of the other saloons an' ask for a job, then?"
spoke up Jack Rob;dee. "You wouldn't have much
trouble in strikin' a good job, if you are a real
bartender."
"I am a first-class bartender, but you see, I
never 'tended bar in a wild place like this. I
.-i•t s'pose I've got nerve enough."
·
"Nonsense!" laughed Young Wild W~st, getting up and walking over to the man. "Have
you ever tried yourself to see how much nerve
you had?"
"Well, no," was the hesitating reply.
"Well, suppose we try it now?"
"How are you going to?" and Quiet John
shrugged his shoulders.
"Come on outside. I promise that you won't
get hurt a particle, if you have any nerve at all."
"Well, I'll do my best. I can't do no more than
that, kin I?"
"No. When a man does the best he can he is
going his whole length, and that is all any one
is expected to do in this country. Now, here is
a ten-dollar gold piece. Take it in your fingers
· way and walk over by that big rock."
"You are goin' to shoot it out of my hand?"
"Yes, and if you find it after I shoot it's yours."
"All right, mister. I kin tell lby the looks of
you that you kin shoot straight."
Wild was pleased at the man's_willingness. He
had hardly expected that he would agree to the
proposition, but since he had, he meant that he
should have the gold coin after he had shot it
from his fingers.
Quiet John walked over the rock, which was
about fifteen paces from the door of the office. He
held the coin up to plain view, and whipping out
his revolver, Wild took a quick aim and fired.
· As the shot rang out the ten-dollar gold piece
flew from the man's fingers and struck the top
of the rock with a ring.
"Thank you!" exclaimed the man, as he picked
up the money and placed it in his pocket.
"I guess, you have got nerve enough to be a
bartender. Go over to the Gazoo and tell Brown
I ent you there to get a job."
"Who will I say sent me?"
"Young Wild West."
"-A ll right, sir. I'm ever so much obliged. If
I get the job I'll do my level best at it."
"And you kin stake out a claim an' work on it
lletween times," added Jack Robedee. "You. had

!
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better buy a shooter at ther supply store with that
ten dollars. You might need it, you know, in your
course of duty."
"All right. I'll take your advice. Thank you
all, gentlemen! You have used me right an' I
won't forget you for it. Maybe I will h~ve the
chance to do something for you some day."
."I guess he will make out all right," remarked
Harry Harper, as Sedgwick walked away. "He
was a little discouraged at losing all he had, 1
suppose. But now that he has got a little start,
and knows that he has friends here, he will get
along all right."
"If a man can't get along in Weston he can't
nowhere else on ther face of ther earth!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie. "A hustler is bound
to git rich here if he only sticks at it a while."
"I guess that is true enough," replied Harper,
as he looked over the town from where he stood.
"I haven't seen a town of its size that can equal
this one since I have been in the West."
Wild sent Jack over to the house to tell his
Chinese cook that he must prepare food for one
more until further notice, and then sat down and
held a private conversation with Harper for
about an hour.
By that time it was · noon~ and when Walter
Jenkins, the foreman of the company,· came along
he was introduced to the new arrival. Both were
very favorably impressed when the introduction
had taken place, and after a few words of commonplace talk all hands went to dinner.

CHAPTER 111.-The Outlaws and Their Headquarters.
We will follow the three men who jumped out
of the sta~e-coach, after robbing the man and
woman inside it. When they darted behind the
clump of rocks and · narrowly missed being hit
by the bullets fired at them by Harry Harper and
the driver they seemed to be much-elated.
"This is the place!" exclaimed the fellow with
the black mustache and chin beard. "I know it
is, because I have got it laid out in a regular
map on paper. Now, I wonder where my men
are?"
"If they are around anywhere the shootin'
ought to bring 'em out," said one of the others.
"Ahl here comes a lot of horses now!"
Sure enough, all at once there was a clattering
of hoofs and the next moment the red-shirted
band appeared. They came right down a steep
but rather short incline, and were about to halt
when they saw the three men standing there.
"Go on out, boys, and give that stage-coach a
dose of lead, just to .let them know that the Red
Riders of the Range have showed up for business!" said the black mustached man.
,
The volley was fired with the result already
known to the reader, and a little' later the band
came back.
"Welcome to Bold Blackburn, our gallant captain, boys I" cried the horseman in charge of the
band. "Three cheers for Bold Blackburn, the
captain of the Red Riders of the Range!"
The .dark villain took off his bro.11d brimmed
hat and bowed smilingly to the right and left.
"Thank you, boys I N aw to the snug retreat
you have prepared for me in our new hunting
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P,OUnds. I have two new recruits, who must
Join our band in the regular way, though I vouch
for them until they h:ave passed the ordeal and
,
taken the oath."
The Red Riders dismounted at a word from the
man in charge, ·a nd then, leading their horses,
they walked _up the narrow pass to a more level
spot. Here a magnificent gray horse was found
tied to a sappling, and without a word, Bold
Blackburn ran to him and began to caress the
animal. It was his well trained horse, and the
villain was glad to set eyes on him again, for at
one time it had looked as though he would never
be able to join his band, so hot upon his track
were the minions of the law. The horse knew
him, too, and welcomed him as only an intelligent
horse can.
"The other two will ride double with some of
you," said the captain, as he vaulted into the
saddle. "I guess we can make out all right."
This was soon settled by the two climbing up
behind on two of the larger horses who had light
men upon them. Then, with his trusted lieutenant by his side to show him the way, Bold Blackburn rode at the head of his men for a hidden
•
retreat on the ridge.
"How far is it, ,Weissert?" asked the captain
of the man beside him, who was a scoundrel of
German extraction with ~ore scars upon his body
than he had fingers and toes.
"Just two miles from the trail, captain," was
the reply. "The way is dangerous to those who
have never gone that way, but to those who have ·
it is easy enough. You will see how easy it is."
The captain kept liis eyes open, taking in his
surroundings with a great degree of exactness as
'
he passed through the wild counrty.
Now and then they were forced to pass around
narrow turns at the edges of dangerous cliffs,
and then, again, the way would be perfectly level
and unobstructed. After many turns the two
miles were covered and the band of men were at
the enti·ance to the cave that had been selected
for a rendezvous.
"A fine place, Weissert," said Bold Blackburn,
as he looked about him with a critical eye.
"Yes, cap, that's what I thought when we
selected it the other day. It was a good thing
that one of our men had been all around this part
of the country before, or we would never have got
here." •
"There are just enough oaks and rock crags
to make it picturesque. How do we get into the
cave? I must admit that I don't see anything
that looks .like one yet."
"That is the best part of it, cap. It could
never be discovered, unless by accident. You see
that big stump over there?"
"Yes."
"Well, now come on. We must go single file
now."
Weissert rode ahead straight to the stump mid
rounded it, coming squarely before a narrow cleft
in the rocks. Right into this he rode, the others
following, and the next minute they were entirely
out of the sunlight. For perhaps fifty feet they
rode along, and then the leader emerged into a
big cave which was lighted by means of a crooked
split in the top through which the sun sone.
"Here we are, cap!" he exclaimed. "Wbat
think you of this place?"
"Excellent! It could not be beat!" was the

reply, as he looked around and noticed 11everal
hollows on the side which answered for sleepine
places for the men.
One end was used for a stable, and at the 0th(>~
a stream flowed across it and went dashhig
down the rocks through a slip in the floor of the
cave.
"It couldn't be better if it was made to order.11
said the captain of the Red Riders. "I congratulate you fellows on having such good choice in
selecting a hiding-place for our band."
"Glad to hear you talk that way, cap," retorted
the lieutenant. "A compliment from the boss
always makes the gang feel good, you know."
"I suppose so. Well, you know me well enough
to feel quite sure that when I say a thing I mean
it."
When Bold Blackburn had made a thorough
examination of the place he came over to where
the two new recruits were standing, and said:
"Well, I suppose you fellows are anxious to
become full--fledged members of the band?"
"T.hat's it, cap," replied one of them. "We
would like to git ther thing o..,er with as soon aa
·•
possible an' then hav ~ a bite to eat."
"Ah, that reminds me that I am hungry, too.
Hey, there, Weissert. How about something to
eat?"
"Right away, cap," was the answer. "We•.;/;
got venison an' grouse 'for dinner, an' plenty of
ther grub, too. It won't take a great whil~ to fix
you up a meal fit for a king. There's plenty of
good fresh corn bread an' coffee to go with it,
too."
"That will just suit me. I don't care how soon
you get it ready, either."
The outlaws hustled about and a fire was soon
started. They had stocked up pretty well with
wood, so this was quite an easy thing to do. It
was not very long before · the fragrant aroma of
boiling coffee and the appetizing odor of venison
and other game that was being broiled pervadedthe atmosphere throughout the cave.
When the meal was at length ready the captain
and the new recruits were the first to be served.
Bold Blackburn lighted his pipe after he hail
finished eating, and took a walk around the cave.
Pretty soon Weissert, his lieutenant, came up to
him.
"The men are anxious to see the new ones take
the test and oath.'' he said.
"All right," was the reply. "We will attend
to it at once, and have it over with. The two men
are all right; I am positive of that, because I
have tried them, and one of them I knew years
ago."
"Oh, none of the men doubt that. You see, the
initiation being new thing, they are anxious to
see how it looks when some one besides themselves goes through it."
Preparations were at once started to initiate
the two villains who had accompanied the captain
of he Red Riders on his journey to the new head,.
quarters.
The first thing that was done was to blindfold
tne two men. When this was done the captain
gave a signal and the men gathe1·ed in a c~e
about the cave. Then the man called W eisse:rt
stepped up to the blindfolded men and took them
by the arms. Bold Blackburn raised his hand
and dropped it as quick as a flash again.
"Strangers," said the captain m a voice that
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was really solemn and impressive, "do you seek
to belong to our band known as the Red Riders
·
of the Range?"
"Yes," came_the answer from both candidates.
'Are you willing to abide by our rules and
regulations?"
"We are."
"Will you take an oath to that effect?"
"We will."
"Then repeat after me the following obligation."
The oath the villain administered to the two
men was so horrible and full of blasphemy that
we will not repeat it here. Suffice it to say that
the aspirant for outlaw honors took it willingly
enough. Therr the captain called out:
· "Ready!"
Instantly every red-shirted man in the place
had his revolver leveled at the candidates. Then
off came the hoodwinks and they found themselves staring into the deadly tubes. The effect
was quite startling, but neither of the men so
much as flinched a particle. They were hardened
scoundrels, and this was not the first time they
had had a number ·of revolvers pointed at them.
The other occasions had been in dead earnest, nnd
as they had come out alive that was proof that
they were made of the kind of stuff that was
eeeded to make an ideal outlaw. But this was not
all they had to go through, though they no doubt
thought it was. Two of the Red Riders suddenly
retired from view, leaving the rest still covering
the men with their revolvers. Before being b)indfolded the candidates had been obliged to g·ive
up all their weapons, and the lieutenant now stepped forward and handled them each -a revolver.
They took them, wondering what was :omfrg
next, since the weapons were not their own.
: "Gentlemen," said Bold Blackburn, "do you remember that you promised in your ' obligation to
shoot any one whom you knew to be a traitor to
our band?"
They E'aid they remembered, and he continued:
· "My lieu.tenant bas informed me that we have
a trait,.r here in the cave. He was caught in the
c-f robbing us and was all ready to sr..~ak
away and inform on us. What should be done
_
with such a man?"
"Shoot him!" growled the men in unison.
"That is right," nodded the captain. "He shall
be shot at once. Fetch him out, men!"
The next instant there were the sounds of a
great rumpus in ·the back part of the cave and a
struggling man, who was bound hand and foot,
was dragged out in front of the candidates. His
shirt had been torn from him, and there wei:e
blood marks on his face and hands. He began
howling piteously, and struggling to get free.
"Don't kill me," he pleaded. "I'll be your servant as long as I live an' never go away from ther
cave, if you'll only spare my life."
"Such a hound a s you are can't be• trusted,"
replie,d Bold Blackburn, coldly. "You have g.et
to die, so brace up and take your medicine! You
sniveling coward you! You would have had u s
~ out of here by a troop of soldiers, would you?
1""11.on't see how my trusted men could keep from
killing you before I got here."
The two men, who were now standing in the
center of a circle, looked at the pleading wretch,
but there was not the least gleam of pity in their
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eyes. The captain looked pleased when he saw
this.
"Men of the Red Riders of the Range," he said,
"before we proceed any farther I want to introduce -you to our new members. Bob Burgess and
Stitch Sprague, shake hands with every man who
wears a red shirt I"
They obeyed, wondering as they did so why it
was that each man pressed the muzzle of his re-volver against their temples as he grasped their
hands.
"Now, then, boys, since they have been introduced, what is the next thing required of them?"
"They must shoot the cowardly traitor!" was
the unanimous reply.
"Aye, that is it; they must shoot him, so that
he may die the death that he deserves. Stand the
coward up against the wall, and we will have it
· .
.
over with at once!"
The fellow howled piteously when he was seized
and braced against the wall, but not one of the
villains paid the least ~ttention to his cries.
· ''Bob BUI"gess and Stitcli Sprague ,you have my
word for it that this man is a traitoF. Step for.
ward and do your duty!"
A deathly silence followed the words, but only
for the space pf a second. Then the two new.
m~mbers stepped forward a few feet and began
firmg at· the helpless form. At the first two shots
the man rolled over upon the floor with a groan
but they did not desist till the chambers of thei;
revolvers. were emptied. Then a hoarse murmur
of applause went up from the assembled outlaws,
whic~ told the villains that they had done well.
Weissert took them by the arms and led them· to
the other end of the cave. They thought they had
put the finishing touches to a traitor but they had
not. The man they had shot at was not a traitor
~u.t _ha_d simply been acting his part in the regula;
m1tiation. The revolvers had been loaded w1th
powder alone I The fellow who had acted the
part so well got up with a pleased gi:in, and as
soon as one of his companions had cut his bonds
he went over to a tub of water and washed himself, after which he put on his red shirt and mingled with the rest. Bold Blackburn, with seemingly great pride, called the two new members
...
over and said: .
"Boys, allow me to fotroduce you to Pep Simonson, the man you just shot!"
The two men looked at each other -a moment,
and then, to use the expression, took a tumbl~.
But the whole thing had been very· real to them,
and they did not hesitate to say so.
"Well, the initiation is all over now," observed
the captain, "but I want to tell you one thing, and
that is that if you had not shot the ·supposed
traitor when I told you to do so, we would have
shot you both in your tracks! We have no use
for men who take pity on traitors or enemies to
our band,"
"That's right," retorted Burgess.
"Of course it is," chimed in Sprague.
"Well, now that it is all over, and we understand each other thoroughly, I am going to take
a little nap. I am tired out from my long journey,
and after I get a little rest I may take it in my
head to take a ride out to-night and learn something about this part of the counti·y. Weissert,
be sure that there is always a man on guard who
can keep his eyes open. Thia D.llllli~ tl) now and
all the time.'

•
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"Yon kin depend on me to see to that cap,"
was the reply.
This much having been told of the Red Riders
of the Range and their hidden headquarters, it
will be seen that Young Wild West and the detective had no easy task ahead of them. There
was bound to be lost of hot and dangerous work
before the outlaws would be driven from that
section, and there would be plenty of.fighting and
strategy to accomplish it.

your people in the East would be horrified at
anything like that?"
"Yes, the majority of them would never get
used to the ways of the Wild West."
"Well," said Wild, "we are doing our best t~
tame it so it will be a fit place for those who liv6
in the crowded cities of the East to come and live
some time."
"That's right."
It was now getting dusk, so the two•arose from
the improvised bench and started for the heart of
the town. Wild had a way of going into Brown's
Gazoo first when he took a stroll about town.
CHAPTER IV.-The Detective Gets Acquainted. ·Though he ran a full-fledged gambling house,
Brown was a pretty fair fellow. He had the
greatest respect for Young Wild West and always
"It strikes me," said Young Wild West, as he used him right. It was Monday night and a great
was seated on quite a comfortable bench which many of the miners did not work that day, but
had been made of a big mountain pine that had wound up the sprees, they started on Saturday
been felled close to the front of the house he had night. As they neared the Gazoo they noticed
taken up his residence in ever since it had been that a fight was in progress. A couple of shots
built, "it strikes me that we had better wait a day were fired, but by the time they got there i~ was
or two before we make any straight move to hunt all over, with no one hurt. The two belligerents
this gang who wear red shirts and red plumes in seemed to be satisfied after each had fired a shot,
their hats. I have an idea that some of them will and as they had always been friends and it wrur
be paying a visit here before they have been in only a drunken quarrel, no one did anything to
the vicinity very long. If they are nervy enough keep them going. Young Wild West led the way
to ride about in a rig on purpose to let people into the barroom behind the two miners, who had
know who they are, they will surely be nervy
agreed to have a drink and call it square. There
enough to come in town."
were no strangers in the place, so nothing was-.
"I rather think you are right on that point,"
said that was ·a ny way -wrong concerning the
answered Harry Harper, who was seated bec;ide city dressed man with him. The two lingered
him, smoking one of the best cigars that could
there for a few minutes, and then started for the
1le bought in Weston.
next place.
It was the evening following the arrival at
"I should like to try my luck at faro for about
at Weston of the government detective and he arid fifteen minutes,
if you don't mind," temarked
Young Wild West were enjoying .a quiet little Harper, as he noticed
the sign over the door as
1
smoke all by thems.elves.
·
they enterea the place.
"Suppose we take a walk around town?" said
""Ever have any luck at the game?" Wild asked.
Harry. "I want to get acquainted with some of
"No, but I can't say that I have ever lost anythe people. You might introduce me as a friend
thing."
of yours from the East."
"Well, I don't recommend it as a gaine for any
"All right," replied Wild. "We will take in ·
one to play, but seeing that you are interested in
all the places. Jack Robedee has gone over to
Devil Creek for a day or two, so he can be close it, I will go in with you and take a turn with you,
if you will agree to stop when I say the word."
to a widow he is in love with; Cheyenne Charlie
"I will do that," replied the detective. "The
is home with his wife, and Jim Dart is courting
moment you say the word I'll stop."
his girl. I guess you and I will make the rounds
"Good. Come on, then."
without the company of any one else. Have your
The two walked through the barroom and were
s,hooters ready for business, for there are so many
strangers coming in town now that there is liable soon in the apartment where th.e "lay-out" was.
There was quite a crowd in there, but there was
to be an interruption at any time. A great many
plenty of chance for new players, for all that. One
of them take me for a boy, and try to have some
fun with me even after I am introduced, you of them seemed to be in a great streak of luck,
know. Besides, some of them might think you and, as Harper looked at him, he saw it was his
are a tenderfoot, and- then, if the ones who think friend, Shep Morey, the stage-coach driver.
"How are you making out. Shep?" he asked'.
ao happen to be drunk they will probably try to
"Hello, Mr. Harper! Oh! I'm makin' out putty
make you dance for their amusement, or somegood," was the reply. "Why don't you t.ry your
thing like that."
/
luck?"
Harper smiled at this.
"I was just thinking about it. I guess I'll watch
"I have been taken for a tenderfoot several
times," he said. Over in Denver I got into the you for a while, and then if I think there is any
worst muss I was ever in, just because I objected show for me, I'll try the game."
He did watch the game for a few minutes, and
to having a big fellow pour a glass of whisky
then seeing- that the driver had won at least a
down the back of my neck."
"Had to shoot him full of holes to learn him hundred dollars since he had been looking at him
play, he took a hand himself.
manners, I suppose?" ·
"Yes, after I knocked him down with my fists
Young Wild West did not take a hand just then,
he shot at me a coup!~ of times, and for fear He simply wanted to watch the detective, play;_
that he might accidentally hit me, I gave him knowing full well that he had plenty of money at
one that settled him."
his disposal and that he could afford to lose some
"That is the only way to do it, but I suppose of it.
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Harry placed his first bet on the nine of hearts.
Much to his satisfaction, he won.
It was only a small bet, though, an<I the next
~
he doubled it, this time backing the king of
sp des. Again he won.
Shep, the driver, had lost on both rleals since
Harper came in the game, and at the next deal he
waited to see what the new player was going to
bet on before he said anything.
"A hundred dollars on the ace of diamond.s,"
said Harry, not knowing just why he was betting
on that particular card.
He was plainly a novice in the game, and was
playing it more for amusement than anything
else.
"Five hundred on ther same card," called
out Shep. "I'll play ther ace of diamonds, too."
The dealer threw out the card in his usual easygoing way.
Up came the ace of diamonds!
"I'm "glad y,ou come in, Mr. Harper," said Shep.
"So am I," was the reply.
"Won't you try your luck, Mr. West?" asked the
dealer with a bland smile. "I reckon that you are
considerable ahead of the -game."
"li I am, I want to stay that way," answered
Wild; "but since you would like to see me play,
why, I will take a hand. It strikes me that the
~ of diamonds is due to turn up again, and I
will place just five hundred dollars on it."
The dealer got just the least bit uneasy as Wild
counted out the money. He had, seen him play before, and he had never seen him lose. The young
scout made the bet not because he really felt it
was a sure thing that the card was going to turn
up, but just to get the dealer rattled. Then he depended on the luck that usually followed him to
win. The cards were dealt, and sure enough, the
ace of diamonds came up again.
Both Harper and Shep had put money on the
same card, and they raked in their winnings full
of glee. ·
"Now," said Wild, "I am going to try it just
once more. Toss out the pasteboards."
,!}te cards were dealt and then he placed five
hundred on the jack of hearts.
Harry and Shep also bet on that card. But it
failed to turn up.
"I am just even on the two deals," observed
Young Wild, West, loud enough for every one in
the room to hear him. "Now, as I haven't the
time to play any more just now, I ain going to
quit. Come on, Harry."
"All right," answered the detective, who was a
few dollars ahead. "I am through."
"I ain't, not by a jugful!" cried Shep Morey.
''I am goin' to break ther bank, or let it break
me."
"See here, Morey," said Wild, takin~ him by
the arm; "I'll just lay you two hundred dollars
that the bank breaks you inside of half an hour."
"I'll take that bet, Young Wild West," .was the
quick reply. "Here's the money right in Mr.
Harper's hands."
Wild quietly covered the money, and then left
thQ. place followed by the detective.
·'l'Ii~y took in every place there was in town
after that, but nothing exciting happened, and
at fongth they went home.
The next morning, shortly after breakfast, who
lbould come alorur J>&St the office but SheD More.v.

.
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He was going to walk . right past the office
without saymg a word, but Wild called him.
"What's the matter, Shep?" asked he. "Ain't
you going to stop? I thought when I saw you
coming that you was after the money we bet last
night."
"No, I ain't after ther money," was the retort.
"It's yours, for I went broke in less than fifteen
minutes after you left last night."
"Then you haven't got enough to tak"e us over
to the Gazoo and treat us this morning?"
"No. I ain't got a cent. fl! manage to make
9ut somehow, though, till I git over to Spondul1cks this afternoon an' see ther boss."
"Come here, Shep. I am going to give you your
money back. I was only fooling with you last
night when I bet with you. I was quite sure that
you would lose all you had if you stuck to the
game, and I could see that you meant to do that.
I bet you just so you would have some money
this morning. Here's your two hundred dollars.
Now, then, be careful how you bet, and also don't
bother tlie faro banks too much. There's lots of
money in faro banks, b.ut you can rest assured
that there's none there for you."
The man did not want to take it, but Wild insisted on it, and he finally did.
"Now I'll take you over an' stand treat . for
anything you wan't," he said.
"Much obliged, but I don't drink anything
strong myself, and I guess Mr. Harper don't care
for anything so early in the morning."
"That's right," chimed in the detective.
"Oh, well, sofue other time maybe you will
take a smoke or somethin~ with me," and Shep
walked away, apparently more than pleased at
getting his money back.
"I bet that will be a lesson to him," observed
the detective.
"I meant it to be," replied Wild. "A great many
people become so infatuated with gamblin~ that
it ruins them .entirely. For my part, I never allowed myself to become carried away with it,
though I have done considerable of it, and know
about every gambling game that is going."
"I must say that what you have just said has
doJ!e me a whole of good. Though, as I said
before, I have never lost anything at the game,
I have always been more or less fascinated by it.
I shan't gamble any more."
Young Wild West smiled softly to himself.
Somehow, he was always sowing seeds of goodness, and he began to wonder why it was that he
had such a power over the people be knew.
All that day both. Wild and Harper were on
the lookout for new arrivals, but it was not until
sunset that they noticed any one who seemed
at all suspicious.
Two men came in mounted on fine horses,
which, by the looks of them, had ·not been ridden
very far.
This alone was enough to make our hero feel
a trifle suspicious, but when he noticed the jaunty,
independent air of the riders he was sure they
were of the kind who make trouble.
They might have been taken for wealthy cattle
owners or gamblers, for there was a certain
sporty appearance about them that could not be
denied.
Both men wore their hair long and had smooth
faces. Yollll.2 Wild West was sta.n.d.m. in. f•--*-.,.
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the post-office talking to Arietta Murdock, and you. a glass of whisky and tell you that unless you
Harry Harper was at the Gazoo when the stran- drank it I would put a streak of lead through you;
gers rode jn.
what would you do?"
When Wild saw them dismount and hitch their
"I wouldn't drink it," and with these words
horses to the tree at the corner of the Gazoo Wild walked away, as though he did not want -!o
Hotel, he made some excuse to the pretty post- talk any further about it.
·
mistress and walkjd leisurely · over.
"Give us another drink-all around, landlord!"
He was just in time to hear a voice exclaim:
cried D_e mpsey. "A s_m all one for the boy. I
"Step up, everybody, and have a drink! I am guess I will be able to induce him to drink it."
Doc Dempsey, the cattle raiser qf Nebraska, and
Wild now walked out of the door and stood
I am making a tour of the country with my right against one of the posts that held up the shed
bower, Stitch Spraque, the champion lariat slinger in front of the shanty hotel. Brown breathed a
of the West! Everybody drink now, and be so- sigh of relief, for he knew now that the shooting
cfa,ble."
would take place outside; for he was sure that
Old Brown and his new bartender, John Sedg- the ,b ullets would begin to fly shortly. The detecwick, wer e hustling to get the drinks on the bar tive was about to follow his' young friend out
when Wild stepped jn. Brown was a shrewd man. when Dempsey pushed his way to the door ahead
It made no difference to him whether the stran- of him. The so-called cattle king, who wa11 so
gers were what they represented themselves to be full of braggadocio, had a glass of whisky in one
or not; he had reason to believe that they had . hand and a revolver in the other when he went
lots of money, and that was what he was after. out of the door. Probably he only meant to have
"Hello, Young Wild West!" cr ied the new bar- a little fun with the boy, but that sort of fun did
tender in a tone that showed how glad h& was to not go with Young Wild West.
.
see the young fellow who had got the job for him.
"See here, What's-your-name," he said. "I've
At this the stranger who had been doing the been good enough to bring your whisky out to
talking turned and gave Wild an insolent stare.
you; now I want you to drink it."
.
He held the &'lass above his head, evidently to
show how temptmg it looked, and, quick as a flash.,.
Wild whipped out his revolver and ' shot it f r ~
CHAPTER V.-Wild and he Detective Ride up his hand. The whisky and some of the broken
glass flew into the ~an's face, tel')lporarily blindthe Mountain.
in?. him and taking him completely by surprise.
"Come, boy, you are just in time," said the man
'Furies!" he cried, dancing about like a wild
who called himEoelf Doc Dempsey, the cattle king. man and wiping his eyes with the sleeve of his
"Have a drink of benzine with us!"
coat.
"I am much obliged to you, but I never touch
In about a second he was able to see, and with a
it," replied the boy very civilly.
leap that would have done credit to a panther, he
"What! Don't touch whisky, eh? What in darted for Wild. But his gaze met the muzzle of
thunder are you rigged up in imitation of a sport- a revolver and a calm, smiling face behind it, and
ing ranch owner for, then?"
he stopped still in his tracks.
A hush came over the crowd as this question·
"Who in th~nder are you?" he asked, nervously,
was asked, for nearly every man present was ac- fingering the revolver he had in his hand.
quainted with Young Wild West, and they knew
"I am young Wild West, at your service," was
he would take no fooling from the stranger who the reply.
seemed to possess such a loud mouth.
"I heard some one call you that when you went ·
"'No, I never touch whisky," repeated Wild, into
the bar; but who in thunder is Young Wi .
quietly.
Harry Harper shifted his position uneasily. He West?"
am I Is there anything further that I can do
had only been acquainted with Young Wild West for"Iyou,
Mr. Cattle King?"
but a few hours, but he had known him long
"Yes,"
was the quick retort. "I would like to
enough to feel quite certain that there was going see you shoot
another glass of whisky out of my .
to be trouble right away. The coal, easy way the hand."
.
boy had, when others would have begun to show
"Go and get one and I will oblige you."
their anger, showed just how dangerous he was. ·
"Do you mean that, Young Wild West?"
Brown must have realized, too, what was coming,
"I do. !..never offer to do a thing tbat I am
for he began taking his bottles from the shelves
and placing them under the bar. Doc Dempsey not ready to do. You get the glass of wl!sky, and
looked at Wild for a moment and mistook the calm. I will shoot it out of your hand. You talk as
thoug-h you did not see me when I did it before."
expression on his face for one of fear.
.
"Well, I might as well admit that I didn't see
"By ginger!" he exclaimed. "A dandy-looking
chap like you are ought to drink whisky. Why, how it was done. But, young man, if you try it
if you had the nerve you would make a regular again, look out for one of your ears I I mighfl
shoot one of them off."
fighter."
"That is only your opinion of me," was the
"Don't worry about me. Just be on the lookout
calm reply. "Most men like to drink whisky, but yourself. I'll guarantee that if one of my ears
I don't. As I said before, I never touch it, and gets shot off by you it will be the last time you
I never me&.. to, so long a s I have my right will ever press the trigger of a shooter. You
senses. I haye seen more than one good man go opened up this game, and I want you to d' '
to his death all on account of whisky." ·
tinctly understand that I am ready to see it"No doubt you have, my boy. It may be that through to the finish."
.
you will kick the bucket yourself some day on ac"I like to hear you talk that way," and there
coUZlt of whisky. Just suppose that I should hand
was a confident smile on the face of Doc Dempsey
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as he said it. There was not the least doubt that
!he possessed plenty of grit.
The man Dempsey had introduced as his right
!bower had come out with the rest of the men. The
et'il!ression· on his face ~bowed plainly that he
~Id like to send a bullet through the heart of
;young Wild West, but he knew that if he so much
as p;ulled his revolver he would dro.p in short order. He could tell _by the looks of the men that
the sympathy was with the boy. Though the socalled cattle king.had shown signs of being excitable at the starf, he was now as cool as a cucumber, apparently.
"Whenever you are ready I am," remarked
:Young Wild West, still keeping his man cove1·ed.
"All right," was the reply. "Landlord, just
fetch me another glass of whisky."
Brown did not wait to be told twice. He
went in after the drink just as though it was· an
order from a customer who wanted to drink it,
iJistead -0f holding it up to be shot at. The glass,
which was one of the thick, clumsy sort in use
in that part of the country, was soon brought out.
Dempsey took it and was just in the act of raising it above his head when Young Wild West's revolver cracked twice in rapid succession. The
first shot shattered the glass into a hundred pieces
and the second hit the revolver Dempsey had and
knocked it from his hand. The man was as much
al•,unded as he had been the first time. Neither
of his hands had been _touched by the bullets, but
both glass and pistol had been shot from them.
"Are you satisfied?" questioned ·wild. "Don't
eye that shooter on the ground. It belongs to you,
I know, but if you make a move to pick it up before I tell you to, I'll drop you dead in your
tracks! Now, then, I ask you again, are you
sa~isfied ?"
"Yes," was the rather meek reply.
~'Then pick :up your -shooter and come in and
have a smoke with me. I am going to smoke myself, but you can take whisky if you want to."
Doc Dempsey picked up the revolver and placed
it in the holster without another word. Then he
went inside with the crowd and took his whisky
straight. Wild 11aid for the drinks and the cigars,
a
then said to the detective, who had been taking in the scene with a great deal of admiration:
"Shall we go now, Harry?"
"Yes," was the answer. · "I guess the excitement is all over."
As soon as they were outside, he added in a
wliisper to Wild:
"That fellow has a wig on. That long hair is
not his own."
"I am of the same opinion."
"You are? I did'not think you noticed such
things."
''Oh! I notice most everything that's -g oing on.I,
have to, you know. Suppose I had not noticed
. that Doc Dempsey had his revolver ready to bore
me the moment I fired at the glass?"
"Well, that is a little different. But throwing
all jokes aside, don't you think that those two men
might belong to the Red Riders?"
"I wouldn't be the least surprise if they did. If
they are, Dempsey, as he calls himself, mu_st be
the.leader. He has come in town just to hunt up
soMe information. A fellow can stand around
and learn a whole lot, you know."
"Yes, an idea could be got of how much the mail
that goes out to-morrow. is worth. Some of the
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miners have a way of tel_ling everything they
know. Just before you came in the Gazoo a
fellow was telling how he was sending two
hundred dollars to his wife, so he could come on
from Ohio. Now, suppose the Red Riders should
get hold of that? They might think it worth
holding up the stage-coach."
·
"As sure as you live. That much, with what
they could get out of the passengers, would make
it pay them handsomely."
1
'Well, Wild, I am ready to take a little ride on
the mountain to-night. What do you say?"
"It will just suit me," was the reply. "}~:Y-little
experience with Doc Dempsey just now has got
me in the humor for something livelier. Only just
you and I will go."
"Yes, that will be enough for to-night. We
may be able to find out pretty near where the
band is located before we get back. I suppose I
can borrow a horse from one of your partners?"
"Certainly. You can take_ Ji.m 's. He is so busy
courting his girl that I am sure he won't. want
to use him to-night; and if he does he can borrow
some one else-'s."
This part of it being settled, the two walked
over to the stable in the rear of the office and
found a man who was employed to keep a watch
there every night playing cards with a friend.
He was a man who could always be trusted, and
Wild knew it. Otherwise he would not have got
the job.
- Wild's handsome sorrel stallion, Spitfire, was
too valuable a beast to be left in apy stable without a guard.
Besides this, Wild valued him more than ten
times his real worth, on account of the many
times the intelligent steed had saved his life.
The friend the night watchman was playing
cards with proved to be Ike, the colored man who
had been hired by Wild and his companions to do
the outside work around the house.
The darky thought Wild was not pleased at
seeing hiiµ there and made ready to get out.
"That's all right," said his boss. "I don't mind
if you sit up all night •and ~lay cards, so long as
you do the w_o rk you are hired to do in the day
time. You must always remember one thing,
though, and that is that .I allow my watchman no
whi.sky during the night. Ike, if I was to catch
you bringing any here I would discharge you on
the spot."
"I know dat, Marsa Wild. I done bring no
whisky here but dat what I had for to drink ober
at de Gazoo after supper."
"So you did bring some home with you, after
all, then?"
"Yes, sah, but it done be inside ob me."
"Well, you musn't bring too much of it around
here inside of you, either. Just remember that."
"Ohl I neber drink any more dan a quart in one
day, sah! I know enough for dat."
'.!'his caused both and Harry to laugh.
Then they set at it and soon had the two horses
saddled and bridled, ready to start.
Instead of being fractious and inclined to
kick, Wild's horse was .as gentle as a kitten when
he buckled the girths about him.
He knew the very step of his master, and it
is safe to say that he would not have acted so
gentle if it had been any one else who had comet. Uike him out.
·
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Two minutes later Young Wild West and the
detective were riding up the trail that ran around
the side of the mountain.
"We will ride along till we come to the junction
o:£1 the roads, then go it a little cautious," remarked Harry.
"That's it. Now, remember, I am out with yo,u ,
and I expect to act under your instructions."
"That is not what I got you to help me in this
business for; I expect to be advised by you. You
know more about hunting down outlaws than I
ever dreamed of."
"Well, I shan't give you any advice unless I
think it necessary. I promise you that."
"All right. Say! it is clouding up, isn't it? I
guess it is going to rain."
"It does look that way. Well, so much the
better. We are not so apt to be seen by the men
we are looking for if there is a storm in progress.
I have been on the mountains in more than one
storm, and I have generally had pretty good luck
on such occasions, especially if I was out for busi.
ness."
Our friends allowed their horses w proceed at
an easy canter up the long, winding slope, but
when the way became more level they urged them
• forward at a faster gait. The stars disappeared
one by one and ·soon it became as dark as a
pocket.
Just as the_y reached the close vicinity of the
forks of the road a light rain began to fall.
They allowed the horses to walk on till the fork
was reached, and then Wild called a halt.
"I think it would 'be a good idea to stop under
the shelving cliff over there for a few minutes,"
he said, "If those two men are really members of
the Red Riders I think it most likely that they
have reached their han~out before this. We might
wait here a while, and 1f we do ' not gain anything
else by it, we will keep from getting soaked to
.
the skin.
"You are right. We will do as you suggest,"
replied the detective, acting as though he was
going to allow Young Wild West to run the busi•
ness that night.
The rain began to increase as soon as they got
under the shelter, and dismounting, they prepared
to wait a while. They had not been there more
thnn five minutes when they heard the rumble of
wheels and the clatter of hoofs.

CHAPTER VI.-The Detective Disappears.
"What's that coming?" asked the detective in
surprise.
Young Wild West shook his head.
"I can't say," replied he. "It sounds like the
rumbling of a stage-coach, but there is none due
this way now, and I don't know what it is."
"Sounds like a whole lot of §tage-coaches
coming together.'!
"Yes. It must be a wagon train bound for
Weston. We will know in a minute. Whoever
they are, they are hurrying for shelter."
Wild was exactly right on this. The next
minute a flashing lantern came in view, and by
its light our two friends could see that there were
more than one old-fashioned prairie schoo_ner
eoming down the trail as fast as the oxen hitched

td them could be made to travel. There were also

about a dozen men on horseback, and these were
doing their best to hurry along the oxen.
As the wagon train drew nearer they could see
that there were five of the covered wagons, all
told.
Young Wild West had just made up his mind
to call out to them when something entirely wiexpected took place.
A volley o;f rifle shots rang out and two or
three of the men riding beside,Jhe wagons fell
from the saddle.
Then through the darkness came a score or
more of horsemen, firing their revolvers as they
came.
As dark as it was Wild and tlie detective could
see that the men making the attack wore red
shirts and had plumes of the same color in their
hats.
"The Red Riders!" gasped Harper.
"Yes,'~ nodded Wild, grimly, as he quickly ·unslung his rifle and began firi11g into the band of
villains.
Though taken completely by surprise, the men
belonging to the wagon train quickly recovered
themselves and opened fire on the intruders.
But the Red Riders did not intend to stay there
and fight it out; they rode on by with the speed
of the wind and got out of range around a bend
in the trail.
Two riderless horses went with them. leaving
one dead and one wounded man behind them.
Wild knew he was responsible for one of the
·
men, but he did not say so just then.
The wagon train had come to a sudden halt now,
and calling to the men, so they would not be mistaken for outlaws, Young Wild West and Harper
stepped into view.
"Get ready for them!" he shouted. "They will
be back again."
"That's jest what I'm thinkin'," replied one of
the men, who was evidently the leader. "How
many are there of ye?"
"Only two, but I rather think that gang of red
shirts will think there are half a dozen of us be,.
fore we get through with them," answered Wildj:
"Line your wagons up within about ten feet of the
bluff here, and then come behind them. We gave it
to them a little better than they expected, I
guess, but they .will be back for more."
"I'll be hanged if it ain't Young Wild West who
is talkin'!" exclaimed a voice, and then an old
scout whom our hero had met over in Spondulicks
ran up to him and shook his hand.
"Yes, it is me, Jake," was the reply. "Hurry
up, now, and get the women and children pro·
te1ed· I see you have some with you.''
About twenty of 'em I reckon," was the rejoinder. "Now, boys, git a move on yeri We've
got Yo ng Wild West to help us out, an' we'll
simply make things hum if that gang comes
back."
He had scarcely ceased speaking when a volley
was fired at them from the darkness of the pass.
Fortunately no one was hit, and the fire was returned with interest. The Red Riders retreate4
immediately, showing that they did not intend ~
make an open fight of it. A few scattering shots
were fired after that and then all was still.
after five
"What is your loss?" asked Wild,
I
•
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minutes had passed and the villains did not renew
the attack.
" Two dead an' four wounded," replied the boss
f the train "This are what I call a shame! Here
we~ve traveled all the way from Nebrasky without losin' a man, though we was tackled by Injuns
three times. We ain't more than seven or eight
miles from Wes ton, an' here we have to go an'
be attacked by a gang of white outlaws an' lose
two of our men."
"What has been done can't be helped," said
Wild. ''But we will see to it that you don't lose
any more."
The men had formed a pretty good barricade
with the wagons by this time, but it was a
needless precaution, as the outlaws had got more
than they bargained for, and did not propose to
bother them any more that night.
After waiting a little while Wild turned to
Harry, and said:
"Thu and I will go on a little scout and see if
we can learn what the scoundrels are up to."
"Agreed!" was the reply.
Telling the wagon train people to take care of
their horses till they got back, our two friends
crept out and stole softly away in the darkness.
Wild was much pleased at the caution Harper
· ed in moving alQng.
"You would make a pretty good scout,'' he
whispered.
"My profession has taught me to be cautious
in every move I make when I am on a trail," was
.
the reply.
"I am glad you are that way, for we don't
"want to make the least noise when we get up here
a little further."
When the Red Riders had .charged upon the
emigrant train they came from the Spondulicks
fork of the road, and when they appeared the
second time they merely rounded the point to the
one that led to the prairie beyond.
It was toward this point of towering, jagged
rocks that our two friends were slowly making
their way.
"" Wild was sure that they had a hangout, the outlet of which was somewhere around that spot.
Now, the thing to do was to find it! Revolvers in
their hands and ready for a surprise, the two
crept on. The rain was still falling, but not very
fast. It was one of those drizzling storms that
had set in-the kind that sometimes last for two
or three days with no more water to fall than
would come down in a heavy shower of an hour
or two. The night just suited their purpose, however, and with a feeling of confidence, Wild led
the way. In less than two minutes .after leaving
the wagons they had· reached the point that divided the road. There was nothing there but a steep
slab of rock, so after listening for perhaps a full
· minute, they started slowly to the right. They
proceeded in this direction for about fifty feet, but
found nothing to indicate that there was an opening or any way to ascend. Then Wild touched his
companion on the arm and made a motion that
they would go iback and try the pther way. Harlaer understood him readily, so back they went
'the detective was in the lead this time, and when
they had reached the point he crept around to the
left, Wild not being more than four feet behind
him. Two seconds later Young Wild West heard
a noise made by fallina: pebbles and bits of loosen-
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ed earth, and then as he looked around the angle
he found that his companion had disappeared I
Puzzled and very much surprised, Wild crouched down fl.at upon his stomach. What could it
mean? But onlr once did he ask himself this
question. He quickly realized that their enemies
were pursuing very shrewd tactics. That they
could capture the detective without him making
the least outcry showed that they were well up
in their business. The brave young scout was
sure that they had captured him. If they had
u sed a knife on him there would surely have been
as much as . a gurgling groan to reach his ears.
And then, again, if that had happened, where was
the body? Wild was doing some rapid thinkill5
just then.
"It might be that he has stumbled into a hole,"
he muttered under his breath. "But I should have
heard him when he struck the bottom, unless-ur:.less the bottom is too far down."
Wild shrugged his shoulders uneasily at this
thought. There was only one thing for him to do
and .that was to remain perfectly still and listen.
This he did, and the next instant he heard the
sounds made by receding footsteps. The boy
breathed ·a sigh of relief. Somehow he now felt
confident that Ha·r per was alive. With his left
· hand feeling in advance of him, Wild started to
crawl around the point of rock. He was going
right upon the very spot tl}nt his companion had
disappeared from. But if there was any sort of
pitfall there he would· know it in time to prevent
himself from falling into it. He was half-way
around when he suddenly heard low voices quite
near him. Young Wili West had a keen sense of
hearing. That had been demonstrated on more
than one occasion. He crouched low and listened.
"Us two will stay here and wait till the captain
and the other man comes back," he heard a man
say. "The rest of you can go up.
"It won't do to bother that wagon train ag'in;
they are ready for us, and there are too many of
'em. We couldn't beat 'em without losin' some
more men, anyhow, and that wouldn't pay us."
"That's right," was the reply. "But di(in't we
catch this feller in a neat way! Why, he crawled
right to our very feet, an' he didn't see us till we
had grabbed him an' lifted him up, with one of
my hands over his mouth an' the ether holdin'
tight to his throat."
"It was done_pretty nice, but we needn't have
been so mild about it. He was too far away from
the wagon train to hear what was goin' oni and
if he had yelled out we could have mowect 'em
down in no time if they had come in here after
us."
"He must be a nervy chap, or he wouldn't ·have
o.:ome sneaking along to find out where we was."
"Yes, and he looks like a regular tenderfoot, too.
If I had my way about it he would have a knife
stuck through his heart before this, but it is the
captain's orders never to kill a prisoner we take
while he is away till he sees him and has a talk
with him."
"I know that. Well, we will go on up to ther
cave, an' you an' Bill can stay here an' wait for
,
ther captain."
Wild caught every word of this, for the voices
of the men rose slightly as they continued their
talk. The daring young deadshot of the Wt:St was
now perfectly at his ease. It did not worry him
greatly about the detective bein.a: a prisoner m the
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hands of the outlaws. One thing was certain,
Harper would not be put to death till the captain
arrived. And suppose he never did arrive! The
shadow of a smile crossed the countenance ,o f
Wild as he thought this.
"Well, I know pretty well who the captain and
the 'other fellow is," he murmured to himself.
"They are the pair of strangers we met at the
Gazoo. Now, then, I must ·do something, but I
will wait tilI the gang who are bound for the cave
get out of hearing, for there is no telling what
·
might happen."
A minute or two later he heard a number pf
horses making their way over the stony ground.
He waited until they had entirely died out in
tlie distance, and then silently arose to his feet.
At that instant he heard the soupd of approaching hoofs. Whoever it was, th_e y were coming
f:rom the direction of Weston.
"The outlaw captain and the 'other fellow!' "
he exciaimed under his breath. "Now is my
chance!"
As quick as a flash he darted for the . wagon
train. The horsemen would have to pass the men
gathered there, and Wild "'\anted to get there
ahead of them. He got there just" as two horsemen, noticing the lighted l_a nterns, slowed dd'Wn.
"Aha! a wagon train! Wha_t's the trouble,
men'!" he heard the voice of Doc Dempsey say.
Then Young Wild West cried out through the
da1·kness:
"Halt! Hold up your hands, or you are dead
.
.
men!"
Taken completely by surprise and not knowing
what sort of a trap they had run into, the two
men obeyed. A dozen men sprang from the cover
of the wagons and surrounded them in short or. .
der.
"What means this'! I took you to be honest
men!" cried Dempsey with an affected air of sur·
.
.
.
prise.
"That is just what we are," retorted Young
Wild West. "You are not mist11ken the least bit.
Now, then, dismount, and be quick about it, or Il)y
revolver will begin to talk. I will not be knocking
·
whis~y from your hand, either.:'
"So it is Young Wild West.who is speaking, is
It'!" said Dempsey, with remarkable coolness "Of
course we will obey his command, then."
Wild laughed tantalizingly.
"You are extremely polite, captain," he remarked as the two riders dismountlld. "Friends, just
take thefr weapons from them and tie their hands
so ther, will not be apt to get them loose in a
.hurry.'
The words were no sooner out of the boy's
mouth than the men proceeded to obey the command.
"I protest against this treatment, gentlemen."
exclaimed Doc Dempsey in a tone of voice that
showed he was a -little alarmed.
"Protest and be hanged !" answered the scout
who had recognized Wild when he rode up and
helped fight off the outlaws. "If you are honest
men you will be given a chance to prove it. If
Young Wild West--says tie you up, tie you up it

. "
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Wild saw to it himself that the prisoners- were
securely bound, and then, turning to the man in
command of the train, said :
"Travel right on for Weston now. It is not so
far as you tlwlught. Take tJ.ie prisoners to the

lock-up as soon as you get into town, and tell them
it is my orders that they should be guarded closely till I return. I must go and look for my
friend Harper, and I may get back to Weston 11,fi·
fore daylight."
"All right, Mr. West; we'll do exactly as you
say," was the response: "Git ready to move.
boys."
They were ready, since the oxen were still
hitched to the wagons, so in less than two minutes'
time they were moving. Wild took his own horse
and the one Harper had ridden there and led them
to ·a point down the trail and left.them in a little
grass-covered nook. He knew that they would be
found when wanted, as both had been trained
pretty well to know what their masters required
of them.
"Now, I am going to try and find where the
hang-out of the Red Riders is," he muttered. "I
suppose the two men who were w,aiting for the
return of the captain and the other man are all
at sea as to what has happened, but I'll enlighten
them a bit before very long. I'll just sneak around
and see what they are doing."
The young scout knew of a winding path along
the bluff on the side of the road opposite to where
the two men were in waiting, and mounting the
slanting rocks, he soon reached it. There waa @>
feeling of ."do or die" in the boy's breast as he
made his way alon~ He had taken a .strong liking to the detective who had come to enlist his services in hunting down the Red Riders of the
Range, and he meant to rescue him before day
broke, if there was a possible way to do it. He
soon got well past the _point where the road divicjed, and he then began to look for a place to get
down. He found Qne a little farther on and cautiously descended. The rain was still falling, but
so lightly that it was not much more than a mist.
He was pretty well wet throu~ by this time,
but he was .used to that and did not think , any.
thing about it. So long as his cartridges kept
dry he did not care. Using all his caution, he began to work his way to the place where Harper
had been captured. In a little while he got there.
Though he had an idea that the two men he had
heard talking were not so smart as he had at first
taken them to be, he did not abate his cautious
movements in the least. He was approaching the
narrow up-hill path from the opposite direction
now, and that would give him a better chance to
see the outlaws if they made a move to throw
themselves upon him. Slowly he worked his way
to the spot, ·and then pausing to listen, he was
gratified to hear lc,w, anxious voices. The same
two men were talking that he had heard a short
·
time before.
CHAPTER VII.-Wild Finds the Outlaw's Cave.
"It's funny," he .heard one of them say. "Do
you s'pose it could have been ther captain and the
other man that was out there talkin' just before
the wagon train went on'!"
"No, I don't thirik it was them. If it was they
would have come on, after they had sympathiztltl
with the men. Bold Blackburn can fool any. one
and make anybody believe that he is an honest
cattle owner. He beats the deck at such business.
If it was him you can bet that he has volunteered
to go back with them to Weston. That is whafl

'
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e wants to do-make himself s·o lid in the town.
e wants to be able to go down there in disguise
henever he f eels like it. That's the way he did
the last town we hung out around."
Well, I hope you are right, but it runs in my
cranium that somethin' happened out there that
wasn't good for us. We ought to have sneaked
out when we heard the talkin' an' seen jest what
,was goin' on."
"That wouldn't have done. We might hav~ been
seen, and then I guess we'd have been sorry for
,om' out. No, there ain't anything happened. If
it was ther captain and one of the ·new men,
which he took with him, out there talking to the
feHows belonging to the wagon train, you can bet
that they have offered to go with the wagons to
show them the way to Weston. I'll bet that's just
what happened, come to think of it."
· "Well, I suppose we have got to wait here till
be comes, t.lii:in ?"
. "That is just what we have got· to do, so we·
may as well make the best of it. It may be a
couple of hours before they come back, and it may
be .sooner."
At this the two villains lapsed into silence and
:Young Wild West shook his head with an air of
.
satisfaction.
"Things are working pretty nicely now," he
~ught. "Now, if I can only get past those men,
may be able to find the way to the headquarters
of the gang, without. being shown the way, as the
captain has to be. It must be a rather dangerous
road, though, or they would not be so particular
about waiting for him."
To' get past the two men up the narrow ascent
would be a hazardous undertaking. But Young
Wild West quickly conceived an idea of how it
might be done. Feeling around, he soon discovered a stone about the size of an egg. Drawing
~ e l f back a "few feet, he raised his arm and
tossed the stone out. in the center of the road: It
struck the rocky ground and rolled, making considerable noise. The two outlaws instantly prick,
ed up their ears.
"What was that?'" asked one.
ome one corning, I guess," answered the other.
t'hen they both walked softly out, passing Wild
by less than two feet. But-he was crouching close
to the rock~ and as the noise had not come from
his direction, they did not once look that way.
They had not stepped more than six feet past his
crouching form when the boy glided swiftly but si- ·
lently into the narrow place. He knew that he
must not lag a second if he expected to get there
without their knowledge. If he had chosen to do
so he could easily have surprised the two villains
and disposed of them in short order. But he did
not want to do this. It :had just struck him that
they might be of great assistance to him in locatjng the headquarters of the Red Riders.
As Wild had often remarked, there was a great
deal of luck always with him when he had anything difficult to accomplish. And so it was in
this case: The outlaws paused when they got out
to the edge of the trail, and after listenmg for a
moment advanced a little further. They remained
there for fully a minute, and when they came
b. , satisfied that the noise had been ca sed by
a stone rolling from the top of the cliff, Wild
was safely past them. He made his way softly
up the steep incline and presently came upon two
horses. Then an idea struck him all of a sudden.
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These must be the horses belonging to the two
men! And if the men knew the way to the retreat why shouldn't their horses ?
"Good enough!" exclaimed the boy under his
breath. "Now, I guess rn go on up to the top
of the ridge."
It was but the :work of a moment for him to
untie the horses, and then leading them softly
from the . &pot for a few yards, he mounted one
and let the ·other go. It wits lucky for him that
they were not fiery steeds, or the noise they would
certainly have made might have been heard by th!,l
red-shirted outlaws. It might have been that the
horses were hungry, but anyhow they both headed
toward the top of the ridge. Wild did not attempt to guide the one he had ·mounted; he simply kept him behind the other one. On at a good
smart walk went the two horses, and soon- ther11
was not the least danger of their hoof-beats being heard by the men at the foot of the rocky
trail. Then Wild grew a little reckless and urged
them into a canter.
He allowed them to tak!,l their own way, and
when they began to slow down he 'pid not urge
them any. Along narrow ledges they proceeded,
making many sharp turns; down across minature
ravines and up again to a level stretch. In this
way the horses kept on until finally they halted
before a solid wall of rock. Wild dismounted. He
had no sooner done so than a muffled voice exclaimed:
"Who comes?"
Not a word of response did the boy make; he
simply glided off into the darkness and dropped
oehind a fallen tree.
"Who comes?"
The question was asked in a louder and clearer
tone this time. But again there w'<ls no answer.
Wild was not more than fifteen paces from where
he had. dismounted and he could see the outlines
of the. horses pretty well, considering how dark
it was. Suddenly he saw them turn slightly, and
then they disappeared! Young Wild West rubbed
his eyes. As use'd to seeing strange things as he
was, this puzzled him not a little. Where had the
horses gone to? That was the question he asked
himself. But lie simply remained quiet and awaited developments. The next instant two men appeared to come from .out of the solid rock! In the
darkness he could not tell where they did come
·
from.
"Funny, ain't it?" one of them said.
"Yes," was the reply. "Their horses must have
got loose an' come on an' left 'em down there."
"That's about ther size of it. Won't there he
some jawin' when they find it out!"
"I s'pose we ought to send 'em back. It's quite
a little distance to walk, you know."
"Yes, we'll send 'em back. Ther captain will
be in a hurry to git back, an' 'tain't likely he'll
want to ride double."
"Well, we'll go an' report to Weissert an' see
what he says." · · ·
The two men disappeared a s quickly as they
had come. The instant they did so Young Wild
!)'est was on his feet making for the spot he had
last seen them standing upon. He never once
thought of danger. It was his idea to find the entrance to the retreat. And within sixty ticks of a
watch he had done so. He found the secret opening of the cave. Probably he would not have done
so in the darkness if it had not been that there
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"An' just think over what's goin' to happen to
you when he does come," added another. "You're
goin' to be killed, you sneakin' coyote! That's
what is goin' to happen to yer!"
"If I am killed it will be the first time I ew
have been, and that is one consolation," repfied
Harper, coolly.
"Any one to hear you talk would think that
you_ are «;>f the ?Pinion thd we are simply having
a httle Joke with you," ~poke up Weissert, the
lieutenant.
"No, I don't think you are joking with me, but
I guess the captain will say it is all .right when
I tell him my story."
"You guess he will. You can tell him all the
CHAPTER VIII.-How the Detective Made Out
stories you like, but you will ' either be plugged
in the Cave.
with lead, or have your heart cut out, Just the
Of all the surprises he had ever been treated same."
to in his whole life, Harry Harper got the worst . "Are you fo~low~ real robbers?" as_ked Harry
when he felt himself suddenly lifted from the m a tone that 1mphed that he was a little doubt,,
ground as he was crawling around the pomt of the I , ful.
A number of the gang had gathered around.
rock a few feet\aheijd of Young Wild West.
He had time to cry out, but he did not think listening, and when they heard this they laughed
.
of doing so until a heavy hand was placed over boisterously.
"I don't believe you are," went on the detective
his mouth. Then he tried to do so, but it was
too late, for his throat was clutched so tightly in an easy tone of voice. "I don't believe any of
that it was impossible for him to utter a sound. you ever killed a woman to get the diamonds she
.
He was promptly carried among a whole band wore in her ears." ·
This remark sounded rather novel to the outof men, and he realized that he had fallen into
the clutches of the Red Riders. It was not the laws, and they did not know what to say to 1
first time that the young man had been captured Finally Weissert spoke up and said:
"You talk as though you ·had done someth"
by enemies, but he felt that he was in a desperate
position, and he fully expected that Young Wild like that."
"I have."
West would suffer the same fate as he. He had
"You have?"
not made the least sound to give him warning of
"Yes, I have done such a thing in my life."
what had happened, and he listened to hear the
"What are you traveling with honest peopl•
sounds of a struggle. But when he heard the
men talking about taking him to their retreat he for, then?"
"Because ~ wanted to get to Weston, where. I
gradually came to the conclusion that they had
not looked to see if there had been any one with thought I might have a chance to do some busi•
ness in my line."
·
him.
"And you came sneaking around to spy on the
"Well," he thought, "I am in hard luck, but I
am glad ,they have not found Wild. If they get after we quit firjng on the wagon train!"
"Yes, as soon as I saw you red fellows I made
him, too, there is no telling what will become of
up my mind I was going to join your band."
•
us."
The detective was now certain that he "Wal'
Pretty 1soon he heard them say that they were
not going to harm him, but leave it to the captain making a good impression on the lawless m«i~
·
to decide what should be done with him when he and he meant to keep right at it.
"What did you come crawling to us in that way
returned from a trip somew.here. And when he
was finally lifted on a horse before one of the for, if you wanted to become a member of our
Red Riders and carried off up the mountain, he band?" asked Weissert.
Harry put on an air of astonish~ent that was
resigned himself to his fate. He had no thoughts
of dying; he simply was uneasy about his being so real that his listeners were completely deceived.
"How do you suppose I would come-walk right
a captive in. the hands of the villainous band. 'He
had heard ~siderable of Young Wild West and· out from the people I was with and yell out foi:
placed confidence enough in him to feel that he you fellows to take me on your side?''.,
"Well, no," was the reply, "but you acted just
would be rescued. It was a tedious journey up
the mountain path and it seemed much longer as though you was. trying to spy on us."
"Well, that is just what I was doing. I wanted
than it really was before the robber band finally
came to a halt. They did not take the trouble t.o find out where you had gone before J made my•
to blindfold him before taking him into the cave, self known to you. I wasn't going to run righ1l
but it was so dark and -t he fact of his being car- out and jump into your arms and say, 'Here I am;
•
ried bodily made it impossible to see or imagine take me!' "
"Well, all right," said Weissert. "You may be
what way he was being taken, or how it looked.
We'll wait and see
not.
may
you
When he got inside the cave and the rays of a all right, and
smoking oil lamp struck his eyes he blinked like what the captain says about it."
The detective kept right on talking, though, and
an owl, and then, just as he began to distinguish
,
objects he was carried to a rather large niche there were plenty to listen t.o him.
It it had come to a vote the men would have
and dropped rat®r roughly on the hard, st.one
decided to release him and permit him t:o become
.
floor.
"Stay th'e re, you sneakin' hound, till ther cap'n a member of the band.
The time flew hy and there were no signa of
eomes back!" exclaimed one of tl>.e men.

was a faint light coming from it. In their surprise the outlaws had failed to take the lantern·
they had examined the horses with back into the
interior of the big cave. Without the least hesitation Wild glided through and found himself in a
passage. Dropping upon his hands and knees, he
crept forward t'o the end of the passage and turned abruptly to the left, where in the dim light
from the lantern he could see an excellent hiding•
place.
"I am making pretty good headway," he mut-·
tered.
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the captain's :i;eturn. Harper induced his captors
to take the cords from -his wrists and ankles, and
then he felt better. He knew only too well that

there was small chance for him to escape, even
if his handi;i and feet were free. From his position he could not see the place where he had been
brought in, and had not the least idea of where
the entrance was. He thought of Young Wild
West and wondered where he was.
"I feel confident that he will find the way to
this place somehow, even if he was to wait until
the captain comes back and follows him," he
thought. "I have made pretty fair progress with
the men since I have been here, but I don't know
how I am going to make out with the captain. If
he is as easy to deceive as his men, it will be all
right."
Pretty soon the detective noticed signs of considerable excitement among the outlaws in another part of the big cave.
It soon died out, however, and then he managed
to learn, by listening to the talk around him, that
the horselii of the two men which had been left
near the road to guide Bold Blackburn and his
companion back to the cave, had come back without their owners. A thrill shot through Harry
Harper when he heard this.
Somehow it struck him instantly that Young
Wild West was the cause of the horses returning
without their riders. Though the outlaws did not
seem to think anything strange of it, the detective
did. If one horse had broken loose and come back
to his stable in search of something to eat, it
would have seemed all right; but for both of them
to break loose and return at the same time, that
looked rather queer~ It was no~ getting pretty
late and some of the outlaws began to turn ,i n.
Two of them who had been wounded in the skirmish on the mountain road were pretty close to
Barry. Their wounds had been dressed in a very
. crude way by their companion, and a s. fever was
now setting in, they were beginning to suffer.
One of them kept crying for water every five
minutes, and seeing that the villainous men did
not pay much attention to his cries, the detective
said:
"The man is wounded worse than you think.
Bring some water here in a pail and I will give
him a drink when he wants it."
"All right," growled one of them. "You kin
'tend to him if you want to. I'll get water for
yer."
He suited the. action to the words and the water
was soon at Harry's disposal. The young man
really had a little pity for the wounded outlaw,
as he could see t hat the fellow had not long to
Jive. A bullet had lodged in his abdomen, and
though it had not pained him much at first, it
was now getting in its work in earnest. The
detective g ave him all the water he wanted and
bathed his throbbing brow.
"Who are you?" asked the outlaw,' who was in
full possession of his faculties. "I never seen you
.
before."
"I am a prisoner here," was the reply.
r
·
"What for?"
"Ohl they caught me as I was creeping away
from the wagon train after the fight down on the
road to Weston," said Harper, not wishing to go
into details.
"Well, no matter what you might be, you have
got a big heart in you. I heard you when you

l'l

said you would look after me if they would bring
ther water to you. Say! I feel better, but I know
I am a goner. I know where I am hit, an' no OJM
ever got over it after gettin' plugged there. If
I die you kin have what's in my pockets. I hate
ther rest of the gang now, 'cause there wasn't
one of 'em that would ~ve me a drink of water.H
The detective gave hun another drink and wen11
to bathing his head again. . The other wounded
man had fallen in a feverish sieep, and so needed
little attention. Then the fellow who had taken
such a liking to Harry began to grow worse. He
began to rave and. cry out in agony, and man,'
were the threats that came from the men who
wanted to sleep.
Harry did the best he could to ease him, but:
about midnight he died in great agony. A few
minutes later it occurred to the captive to go
through the dead man's clothes and take wha~
had been bequeathed to him. It was not a pleasant thing to do, to be sure, but h'. felt that he
might be greatly benefited by so domg. And so
it proved, for he found a brace of revolvers, a
good supply of cartridges, a hunting-knife, a wig
and false beard, a black mask and a few ounces
of gold-dust in the various pockets.
As all he had of value had been taken from
him when he was captured, togej;her with hla
weapons, the detective had no scruples in changing these things to his own pockets. He had
just made the change wnen a hand touched hinl
on the leg, and looking down, he saw the face of
Young Wild West!

CHAPTER IX-Jim, Charlie and Jack Talte
~

Hand in the Game.

Jim Dart and Cheyenne Charlie were not a little
surprised when the wagon train came into town
with two prisoners. But they were still further
surprised when they heard that it was the orders
of Young Wild West that they should be placed
in the lock-up and a strong guard kept over them
tUl his return to Weston.
They did not know he had gone out of town.
But when the guide who had come over from
Spondulicks told them of what had taken place
at the forks 011. -the mountain, they saw to it that
Wild's insructions were carried out to the very
letter. Then Charlie started to bet his horse, and
Jim hast ened to the house. He found Jack Robedee in the kitchen trying to learn the game of fan ..
tan from the Chinese cook. Robedee got up when
Jim entered.
· "Where's Wild?" he asked.
"I don't know," was the reply. ''That is what
I am going to try to find out as soon as possible."
"Why, didn't you an' him go out together?"
"No, I have been over to Dove-Eye Dave's."
"Well, I heard Ike, ther coon, say that you:,
horses were gone, so I thought you went somewhere together."
"No, I didn't go with him. It must have been
Harry Harper. Wild and him seem to have some
private business, you kn_ow."
"Yes, they are trying to locate ther hang-out
of the Red Riders who have just made their iwpearance around this part of ther country. Sayl ,,
if you are going to look for Wild an' Harper, I
s'pose I can go along?"
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"Certainly. Charlie is going, too. But how
"A
I thought you started for Spondulicks voice. prisoner!'!. echoed Jim in a low, muffled
to see the widow?"
".Yep. A fellow sneaked away from a wagon
Robedee turned red in the face and looked
tram tha~ we had ~ fight w:ith an' tried to spy
sheepish.
"What is the trouble?" and Jim laughed when on us. We caught him too mce for anything"
At this juncture the , other man came out· and
he propounded the question.
"Hang ther widow!" was the rather savage showed himself.
"_What's ther matter, cap? You don't seem to
reply. "When I g_ot over there I found she got
be m much of a hurry. Us two fellers have been
married to a Mexican greaser yesterday."
' Then Jim did laugh for fair. It was Jack's waitin'. her~ a good while for ycr to come. Ain't
first love affair, according to his own statement. you gom' right up to thet cave?"
and the fact of it having turned out so disas- ,. "Yes!" exclaimed Jim in his natural voice.
Just hold up your hands, the pair of you, or off
't rously tog him was quite enough to make one
goes the top of your heatl.s I"
laugh.
'' "So, broken-hearted, you struck right back for . The two yillains nearly dropped to the ground
il\l'eston," said Jim.
from aston!shrnent and consternation. But they
"Broken-hearted be hanged I I found that our were. covered by three revolvers. and there was
old friend, Lively Rick, was just startin' for here, nothmg for them to do but to obey. Up went their
110 I come along with him. Don't say any more
~ands, and then Jack Robedee quickly dismounted
to me about lovely women I This is my first and walked up., to them. Jack knew what to do
1
an' it will be my last. rve had enough of 'em.'. without _being told, and in very short order he
"That's all right," retorted Dart. "I have took their weapons from the surprised outlaws
heard people talk like that before. Where is
"Just tie their hands behind them" said Ji~
Lively Rick?"
.._
"and then we will see what is to b~ done with
them.''
.
·
"Over at ther Gazoo. -He seemed bent on get9harlie dismounted and assisted Jack in doing
ling full of whisey, so I left him there an' come
this.
IOD home about my business."
. "You are a fine pair, I must say," remarked
"I see. Well, as your horse must be played
out, and Harper has taken mine, I wish you would Jim when the two men were Jixed so they could
run over and get Dove-Eye's and old man Mur- · not get away. "Took me for the captain did
you? Well, I'm real glad of that. Now if you
dock's."
· "All right!" and Jack was off without any want to s!lve your lfves just show us wh;re your
hangout 1s. I don t thmk the captain will be
further loss of time. ·
here to-night, for it runs in my head that he is a
In about ten minutes he returned accompanied prisoner
in Weston."
by Cheyenne Charlie. Jim was ready, so they
The prisoners showed signs of great uneasiness
mounted and rode off. A drizzling rain was fall
ing, but they were used to roughing it in all when they heard this.
"Is the captain any relation to Doc Dempsey
sorts of weather, and so paid little attention to
It. They knew the exact spot where the wagon the cattle king?" Jim went on to say.
'
There was no answer, and the boy then thrusj;
train had been held up, so they concluded that it
must be in that vicinity where the outlaw band his revolver a little closer to. them.
was located.
"You had better answer the questions put to
The road was a new one to them, so they rode you," he exclaimed; "and in answering them be
on at a good speed, but keeping a good lookout 1mre that you tell ' the truth. Now, then is Doc
for the Red Riders, as they _ thought it migRt · Dempsey the captain? Speak quick, no-V:, or off
be that they had followed the wagons close into goes the top of your head I"
.
town. But there was not a soul to be seen.
"Yes," answered one of the outlaws, "he's ther
The three kept on their way, slackening their captain.''
pace occasionally to listen. But the only thing
''.That is just what I thou~ht.. Well, I am glad
to be heard was the sighing of the wind through to mform you that he and his friend were caught
the mountain pines and the occasional wail-like by Young Wild West and sent to Weston, where
cry of some night bird.
they are now safely in the lockup. It don't look
At length the fork was reached, and our friends as though he will be back to-night, does it?"
brought their steeds to a halt. The next moment
"It don't, that's a fact," admitted the other
a low whistle came to their ears. At first Jim man.
thought it was from Wild, but when it was ·
"Well, then, -suppose you show us where the
quickly repeated he knew better. But it might be headquarters of your gang is. You might better
the detective, so he thought it a good idea to an- do that than bite the dust right here where you
swer it in the same way. He had scarcely :done are standing, you know.''
eo when the figure of a man suddenly showed up
Jim Dart's manner must have been very per1 •
at the side of the road.
suasive, for the outlaws signified their willingness
"Is that you, cap?". said a voice in a very low to t ake them to the cave.
tone.
"Our ho1·ses are up here a little ways," said
"Yes," answered Jim, realizing that it was one one of them. "Just take us up there an' we will
of the outlaws he was talking to, and bent on show you the way.''
deceiving him if he possibly could.
Charl'ie and J ack walked ahead with the cap"We've been waitin a good while for you. Ride tives and Jim rode after them, leading the horses.
9 git to ther cave. We've They were soon at the spot where the outlaws had
right up here an' lets
got a prisoner there for you. to pass judgment tied their horses. But the animals were not there
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"That's mighty funny!" exclaimed one of the
"Here's where we left 'em."
Our friends thought the villains were trying
to deceive them in some manner. Jim disiµounted ,
"There is no use in trying to do anything with
them," he said. "They a-re bound to lie to us,
anyhow. Just tie them to that tree, and perhaps
when they have thought matters over they will
give us the information we want."
''We hain't lied to you," protested one of them.
"What we've said is ther truth, every word of it.
Some one has been here an' took our horses I . I
hone I may die if I ain't right!"
"That's as sure as two an' two are four," add·
ed the other man.
"Well, show us ther way to ther C?,ve on foot,
then," spoke up Jack Robedee.
"It is too much of a walk in ther dark," was
the reply.
''Go ahead and tie them to the tt'ee," said Jim.
"It is a sheltered spot here, and the rain can't
strike us-. We will stay right here till daylight."
"But how about the prisoner the Red Riders
have got?" asked Charlie.
"They are goin' to keep :him till ther captain
gits back," spoke up one of the captives .
"If that is the case he will be all right. How
old a man is he, anyway?"
"About thirty, I should reckon."
"Hair long or short?"
"Short--cut right close to his head."
"It mus-t be Harry Harper, if they are telling
the truth," observed Jim, turning to his compan• ·
ions.
"You kin .shoot us ther minute you find that we
ain't tellin' ther truth," said one of the men,
earnestly. "We want to git out of this scrape
with whole skins, if we kin, an' we are going to
do it, even if we have to make our gang suffer
for it."
"Your gang will suffer for it, that rou may depend upon. We have your captain m jail, as I
have already told you, so it will only be the question, of a very short time before the headquarters
will be found. You can easily imagine what will
happen then."
The men admitted that they could, and then
Jim continued:
"You have heard of Young Wild West, I suppose?"
"Yes; they say he is a regular terror."
"There is no mistake about that. He has made
up his mind that the Red Riders of the Range
won't last many days, and when he makes up his
mind to a thing the ones he is after might just
as well give up. Young Wild West is somewhere
around these diggings now. He was with the
man you fellows captured, and you can just bet
that he will get him away from your gang, too."
"If he does he is a ~ood one."
"He is a good on_e, ' Ch.eyenne Charlie put in.
"He is ther boss of this part of the country, and
all honest folks are proud to be called his friends."
Just then they heard the sounds made by horses'
hoofs coming down the hill. Leveling his revolver
in the direction of the prisoners, Jim exclaimed in
a 'Whisper:
"If that is any of your gang coming, I want you
to answer them just the same as though you were
here alone. Do you understand?"
The wretches nodded to sho~ that they did, and
then eur three friends got reaay to do some quick
red shirts.
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shooting, for they certainly thought the appro~
of the outlaws would terminate in a scrimmage.
But it did not, for there 'Proved to be only one of
them. He was the man who had been sent back
with the horses, and when he got a little closei:
he called out:
·
"Hello, there I"
Jim now stood with his r.evolver close to the
head of the man he had selected to do the talking,
and a nod made him return the "hello."
'
"Has ther captain showed up yet?"
"Yes," came from the prisoner's lips.
"Good! I've brought back your horses."
That was all the outlaw said just then, for
Cheyenne Charlie stepped up and thrust his shoot'
er under his nose.
")'lease git off that horse I" commanded the
scout in his easy way.
The man did so, promptly enough. He knew
he had fallen into the hands of enemies and he
knew also that he stood no show to make a fight
for it.
"You ain't alone, Buck," said one of the other
captives, as he was led up to 'lbe ' tree.
The man made no reply to this, but he was m•
dently doing a whole lot of thinking. Probably·i11
occurred to him that things were taking a rather
bad start 1Since the arrival of the Red Riders in
,
that part of the country.
"That makes three of you here; an' two in ther
lock-up in Weston brings the count up to five,"
remarked Charlie, as he tied the man to the tree.
"How many are there left of you?"
"Seventeen, countin' them that's wounded," waa •·
the reply.
It now bgan to rain- real hard, so our friend.e
tied their horses and drew well back under the
shelving rock. Jack Robedee came across a pile
of dry wood which had been 'Placed there by tha
two outlaws, who had intended to start a fire to
make their wait more cheerful. No blaze could
be seen from the "road, nor could it be observed
from the path that came down the ridge until
one got within a few yards of it. Jim told J aelc
he could start a fire if he liked, and Robedee iost
no time in getting one going. They were just
getting around the fire when Cheyenne Charlie's·
horse gave a whinny. This was quickly answered
by another horse, and the next minute the horses
that belonged to Young Wild West and Jim Dart
came trotting up from the road.
"Here are the horses! Now where are Wild
and Harry Harper?" Jim exclaimed.
;

CHAPTER X.-ThJ Villains •Escape.
When Doc Dempsey and his man left Weston
that night they were in an excellent humor. They
had learned considerable, and they ·meant to hold
np the stage-coach when 'it went out the next day,
True, he was smarting a little from the effects of
Young Wild West's treatment, and he was resolved to get even with the handsome deadshot.
"What do you think of Young Wild West,
Stitch ?" he a sked his companion.
"I think he is a regular wonder," was the reply.
"Do you think he suspected anything wrons
about us?"
"No. You played your part too well for th"9•·
"I make a good cattle king, don't I?" ·
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"Yes, you do, cap. No one would ever think
7ou was Bold Blackbu rn, ther captain of ther
Red Riders."
"Well, that is the way of it. I rather guess we
are going to have plenty of good luck around these
diggings . That fellow Young Wild West bothers
me considerable, though. Well, it can't be any
worse than it was where we come from. If we get
drove out we will go somewhe re else."
"That's it, cap. I'm mighty glad that I joined
your crowd."
The two had waited till the rain had slackene d
before starting up the mountai n road, and they
were riding along at a stiff pace. When they got
halted by Young Wild West they were two surprised men, as has been stated. But Bold Blackburn never gave up. When he found one plan
would not work he was already studying out another: Stitch Sprague was rather dejected ,
though. The nearer they got to Weston the more
uneasy he became. Young Wild West had ordered them to be placed in jail, and that meant
that they would probably be hanged the next day
if it was proved that they were two of the Reel1
Riders. When the two villains were placed in the
lock-up, somethin g like a groan came from the lips
of Sprague .
"What is the matter with you?" asked the captain with a low 1-augh.
"I guess we will soon be done for now," was
the answer in a dismal tone of voice.
.
"Maybe we will and maybe we won't."
"What do you mean by what, Bold Blackbu rn?"
"Well, since you are so much worried, I will tell
you. You know how long they kept us waiting
outside here before the fellow they sent for come?"
"Yes, I remembe r that."
"There was quite a crowd around us just then,
was there not?"
"Yes, I rememb er that, too."
"Well, l fixed it so we could g·et out of here
then."
"You did !" exclaimed the -man.
"Yes, but don't talk so loud. Walls have ears
sometimes, you know."
The two were in a small square room that was
built of loc,s and the door was a heavy oaken
one. That "'made it impossible for them to force
their way out. Their hands had been tied "'.hen
they were thrust into the place. A streak of hght
came through one of the cracks betwee:1 tll:e logs
from a smoky oil lamp that was hangmg m the
hall and the villain called Stitch could see his
companion quite pl~inly. Suddenl y he saw him
put his hand in his pocket.
•
"How did you git your hand lose, cap?"
"Oh, a fellow untied them for me when he was
waitin' outside," was the retort.
"How did you com_e to git him to ~o it?" .
"I whispere d to h1m to thrust his hand m my
pocket and take out what money there was there.
There was somethin g like a thousand there, you
know since Young Wild West and his gang did
not t~ke anything from me but my weapons ."
"I see! Who was ther fellow ? "
"He happene d to be the man what goes on ther
watch at daylight ."
"What! on watch here?"
"Yes."
.
"Oh, yes, as soon as he comes on he will
let us
wt. We will tie him up, then, and steal a couple
Qf hor-se1 and lli!ht out."
·

"Good enough! " and the spirits of Stitch
Sprague went up to the top notch.
·
The conversa tion haa been carried on in very
. low tones, so the jailer could not--hea r them.
Bold Blackbu rn untied the cords that held his
compani on's arms behind him, after which he lay
down and went to sleep as calmly as if he was in
his retreat on the range. Stitch tried to sleep,
too, but he could not succeed very well.
The hours wore on and at length the jailer was
relieved by the one who had agreed to set the
prisoner s free.
Five minutes later he unlocked the door of the
cell.
"Hist!" he exclaime d.
Instantl y Bold Blackbu rn awoke and was on his
feet.
·
"Is it gettin' daylight ?" he asked.
"Yes," was the reply. "Hurry up. This is dangerous business , an' I don't know how it is going
to turn out."
·
."Oh, it will turn out all right. You have a big
day's work, if you only know it."
The man who had been acting the part of a
cattle king walked out of the cell followed by his
companion.
"Are you here alone?" he asked the jailer.
"Yes," was the retort. "Now hurry an' tie me,
so it will look as though you got out yourselv es
an' caught me nappin'. "
"We will attend to that right away. I suppose
you took the money you got from my pocket and
hid it somewhere, did1ft you?"
"Not much! I've got it right in my pocket."
"That's the best way. Now give us the revolvers and knives you prolnise d to."
The instant Bold Blac~bu rn got the knife in his
hand he made a quick hmge with it.
The blade went deep into the left breast of the
man.
It was a diabolical deed, but the scoundre l did
not seem to mind it in the least.
"There is no use in letting him have that money," he said coolly. "And what is the use of
letting such a man live? A traitor should not be
allowed to live, anyway! "
Stitch Sprague shrugge d his shoulder s.
He had not expected anything like that to take
place.
But he was much elated at getting free.
One minute later the two Red Riders were outside the jail, leaving the traitor's jailer lying on
the floor, breathin g his last.
And when they went out every cent the jailer
had in his pockets went with them.
Luck seemed to be on the side of the scoundre ls,
for they soon got hold of a couple of horses.
Then with the speed of the wind they rode for
the range to join the band.

CHAPT ER -XL-Con clusion.
Our three friends looked at each other signifi.c~
antly when they saw the horses.
The fact that the beautifu l stallion belongin g to
Young Wild West was riderless made it look as
though the brave young- scout was dead.
They knew what had become of the detective i
but what had happene d to Wild they knew not.
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Jim very easily caught his horse ~nd patted him .
on the nose. He tied him to a tree, but the sorrel
refused to be caught.
There was only one person who could catch him
without a lasso, in fact, and that was his owner.
The animal scampered away and ran up the ascent leading to the top of the ridge.
Jim Dart was more worried than the others.
After a while he calmed down a trifle, and then
he began questioning the three prisoners sharply.
But though they answered him readily enough,
.he could glean nothing from them that would
imply that Wild had been killed or captured.
A couple of hours passed by.
Our friends knew it would be extremely dangerous for them to make their Wl\Y to the top of
the ridge in the darkness, so they sat by the fire
and waited for da.ylight to come.
Finally the first gray streaks of dawn began to
show in the east.
As soon as it was light enough to see, Jim proposed that they start on a search for Wild. The
three captives pleaded not to be left there tied td
the tree, but it was out of the question to think of
taking them all with them. At the suggestion of
Cheyenne Charlie they decided to take one of the
villains with them, so he could show them the
way. The one who had been so earnest in as- 1
serting that he was speaking the truth was the
man selected. One of the outlaws' horses was
easily caught, and the man, with his hands still
tied behind him, was lifted to the saddle.
The other two prisoners were left tied to the
tree and our friends rode up the hill in search
of Young Wild West. They had not been gone
more than ten minutes when the two helpless outlaws pricked up their ears. They distinctly heard
the clatter of horses' hoofs coming along the road.
They did not know whether it was a friend or
foe who was approaching, but they hoped that it
might · be Bold Blackburn returning, after all.
'l'he clatter suddenly ceased, and the next instant they realized that at least two horses had
entered the narrow path leading to where they
were tied to the tree.
A cry of joy left the lips of the helpless outlaws as two horsemen suddenly appeared before
them.- Their fondest hopes had been realized, for
-the men were no other than Bold Blackburn and
Stitch Sprague!
The villains had been riding hard and their
horses were covered with foam.
"Hello, cap!" called out the two men in unison.
"Y'ou couldn't have come along at a better time.
· Three fellers from town have just gone up ther
hill, an' they've got one of our men with 'em,
an' they are going to make hii;i;i. show 'em where
our hang-out is. Hurry up! Set us loose, so's we
kin take ·a hand in ther fightin' when we come
up with ther hounds what are tryin' to hunt us
out of our hole."
The man called Stitch promptly jumped off his
horse and severed the bonds that held the
prisoners. Then Bold Blackburn briefly questioned them and learned as much of the situation
as they knew.
"There are your horses over there," said the
villain, and he pointed to the steeds the third man
had brought down from the retreat.
The.men soon caught them, and then mounting,
they led the way to the top of the ridge. Bold
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Blackburn was · the only man in the party who
possessed a pistol.
He had taken this from the jailer when he made
his escape. The quartette of outlaws had just got
well around the bend when another horse and
rider came up the trail and turned into the narrow
path. It was the man who had given his name as
J_ohn Sedgwick, and who had been given a position as bartender :\t the Gazoo. He had risen very
early that morning and had overheard the two
outlaws talking as they were looking for a chance
to steal a couple of horses to ride off with.
And he heard just enough to recognize them as
two of the men who had robbed him in the stagecoach.
That made Quiet John mad, and without saying
a word to any one, or making any noise to arouse
the still sleeping town he got one of Brown's
h~rses and started in pursuit of the escaping villa.ins.
He managed to keep within hearing distance of
the clattering hoofs, resolving that as soon as it
became light enough to ride up and open fire
upon them.
But when the dull gray light of the morning
arrived his courage wavered a little, and so he
kept putting the attack off.
When the two men turned into the narrow
mountain path, Sedgwick was close enough to see
them, but instead of dashing right in after them
he allowed his horse to walk slowly up to the
spot, and he remained there listening to what was
taking place on the other side of the wall of rock.
The fact of there being four now, instead of
two, made him less anxious to tackle them.
But he wanted revenge on the robbers for
taking all he had~ and resolved to follow them
a;id trust to luck that something would turn up in
his favor.
·
John had heard them say that three men from
Weston had just gone up the hill with one of the
band a prisoner, and that made him feel that
there was a chance of the outlaws not having
everything all their own way.
If the four should get into a scrimmage with
the three from Weston he would jump in and
take a hand. Quiet John gritted hard upon his
teeth when he made this resolve. Up the path he
rode, revolver in hand an expression of grim determination on his face. The outlaws were not so
far ahead of him but that he could hear the hoofbeats, and he even urged his horse forward at a
faster gait. Five minutes later the heart of the
pursuing man gave a jump. Shots were being
exchanged at a point not two hundred yards distant! Half a dozen shots rang out in rapid succession, and then John saw a single horseman
dashing toward him at a break-neck pace.
But that was not all! The horseman was Bold
Blackburn! Quiet John's nerve did not desert him.
Up went his revolver, and taking a quick aim,
he pressed the trigger twice in rapid succession.
Crack! Crack!
-As the second report rang out the outlaw captain threw up his hands and tumbled from the
saddle. The riderless horse went on past the bartender with the speed of the wind, and reining in
his own steed, he dismounted to see if he ha-0. really killed the villain.
The outlaw lay face upward, and a tiny stream
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of blood oozing from a hole in his left breast
told the tale.
Bold Blackburn, the leaer of the Red Riders of
the Range, had played his last card!
Sedgwick suddenly heard some one calling to
him, and, turning, he beheld Young Wild West
and the detective beckoning to him.
They were both mounted, Wild on his own
handsome sorrel, and Harper on one of the outlaws' steeds.
1 Behind them were Jim Dart, Cheyenne Charlie
and Jack Robedee.
· In order to explain how Wild and Harper had
escaped from the cave we must go back to the
time when our hero succeeded in gaining , an
entrance to the cave. He found a snug hidingplace and waited until nearly all the outlaws had
gone ·to sleep:
From his hiding-plac e he could see Ruper, and
when he saw him ministering to the wants of the
'.dying outlaw he nodded approvingly .
After a while he crawled over to his friend and
tnade himself known. Then while the guard was
)lacing back and forth near the entrance Young
Wild West and the detective helped themselves
to. a red shirt and plumed hat apiece and started
In t.o do a daring act. They decided to wake
IJrlsoners of every man in the cave! Five minutes
later the guard suddenly found a pistol to his

head!

"Make the least outcry and you will be a dead
b;\an!" whispered the voice of Young Wild West.
; The fellow was then bound and gagged and
placed in a corner.
Harper started around among the sleeping outlaws and took their weapons from them, one by
.Dne.

While he was doing this Wild was preparing
ropes and cords to bind the prisoners. The
!first sleeper was tackled and bound and gagged
before he knew what had happened. And so it
iwent on till there were only five who were not
bound. The first one of tliese managed to let
out cry of alarm and the others awoke and sprang
to their feet; But that was all the good it did
them, for when they felt for their revolvers they
found they had none! One of them got hold of a
knife somehow, and he pitched right in with it.
The result was that a bullet from the detective's
revolver laid him low. That caused the other fellow to give in, and they were soon bound securely, as their companions had been. It was
pretty well toward daylight by the time the great
~ul was made, but Wild and Harper did not
'cease working. They marched out a prisoner and
a horse alternately until they had sixteen men
,, tied each upon a horse's back! Then the horses •
•ore placed double file and a lariat was l1lll

,.

between them, each bridle rein being fastened
securely to it. It was broad daylight by the time
this was accomplished, and then with Young Wild
West ahead and the detective in the rear, the
unique cavalcade started. In due time they came
upon Jim, Charlie and Jack, and then John Sedgwick and the three outlaws appeared on the scene,
~resulting in the killing of the three, the captain
falling a victim to the quiet man. The prisoners
were taken to Weston without mishap and they
were disposed of in accordance with the custom
of that place. The Red Riders of the Range had
not lasted long in that vicinity.
Nex tweek's issue will contain ''YOUNG WILD
WEST AT THE STAKE; OR THE JEALOUS Y
OF ARIETTA. "
DAYTIME -AUDIENC E NUMBER S
MILLIONS
v Broadcasti ng has far to go in establishin g the
best possible service commensur ate with the requirements of a population of 117,000,000 peopl.e,
according to George F. McClelland, General Manager of the National Broadcasti ng Company.
He points out that there are 30,000,000 women
in this country more than 21 years of age aud less
than 9,000,000 are employed in duties outside the
home. Therefore the daytime audience is a large
one.
"Much remains to lfe done," said Mr. McClek
land, "in order to provide adequate daytime service for 21,000,000 women in the United States,
most of whom are eager to receive musical, educational and informativ e features which radio can
ibring.
"There are 2£,000,000 school children in the
United States, the majority of whom are awaiting an organized plan that will bring radio to the
classroom as a factor in musical education."
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Grim Walker's Journey of
Vengeance
Between the years 1863 and 186.5 a full thousand
people lu,ard the story of Grim Walker. That
was during the ·fiercest part of our Civil War, and
minor incidents were speedily absorbed and forgotten. I doubt .if there are a score of people
living to-day who can recall the details of tihis
singular man's adventures, and I do not remember
that anything save a brief outline of the massacre
of his family has ever appeared in print.
I was a pony express rider on the Overland
route. That meant helping to ~ard stages, carrying a light mail on my saddle, forwarding dispatches, taking my turn to act as agent of some
stable, and various other things which need not
i:>e explained. There were several great trails
leading West from the borders of civilization, and
all were more or less traveled, but the favorite
routes were from St. Joseph and Council Bluffs,
the one being known as the Northern and the
other as the Southern route. I was on a route
along the Platte River west of Fort Kearney,
which was sometimes fifty miles long, and sometimes one hundred and twenty-five according to
the way the Indians were behaving, and the number of men we .had for service.
Griin Walker was a pioneer named Oharles O.
Walker, from near Iowa City. He was a giant in
size naturally sour and taciturn of disposition,
and his family consisted of a wife and three
children. While the country was excited over the
Civil War and travel by the Ove:r:land had almost
come to a stop, except in cases of necessity,
Walker and others formed an immigrant party to
make a push for the golden land. When I first
heard of them they numbered twenty wagons and
sixty or seventy people, and were on the Platte,
east of Gearney; which was then dangerous
ground. When the outfit reached Kearney some
were for turning back, others for electing a new
captain, others for settling down near by and
establishing ranches. It seemed .that there were
-three or four different factions in · the party, and
several bitter quarrels had resulted. In the then
state of affairs two hundred brave and united men
could have scarcely hoped to reach the Colorado or ·
Wyoming line, for the Indians were up in arms
on every trail and thirsting for blood and scalps.
When it was known, therefore, that Grim Walker, as he had come to be known, had been elected
captain and intended to push on at the head of
only seven families, which could muster but nine
1ighting men, soldiers, hunters, Indian fighters and
overland men argued and scolded and predicted.
Not an argument could move Grim Walker. Not
a prediction could frighten one of his adherents.
It appeared to them to be a case where manhood
and pride were at srake, and when it was hinted
that the military would restrain them they made ·
secret preparations and departed at night. It was
an awful thing for those bigoted and determined
men to drive their wives and children, consisting
of twenty-two people, to a horrible death, but
nothing short of a battle with the military would
have stopped them.
They left Kearney one night about ten o'clock,
drawing away quietly and traveling at their best
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speed. They could not have gone ten miles before
being discovered by the Indians. A party of
twenty of us left over the same trail at noon next
day, and we had gone only fifteen miles when we
found evidences that the little party, which was
keeping along the Platte, had been attacked. This
must have been about daylight. Soon after· sunrise they had been driven to shelter in a grove of.
cottonwopds, but before reaching it one of the men
had been killed and scalped, a wagon had broken
down and been abandoned, and stray bullets had
killed a woman and a child as they cowered down
behind the cargo of the wagons.
,,
At four o'clock in the afternoon we came to the
grove, driving away the last of the savages, but
w-e were too late. Such a spectacle as we there beheld was enough to sicken the heart of the bravest
Indian fighter. The little party had been attacked
by about three hundred redskins, and the fight had
lasted for half a day. As near as we could iigure
from blood spots on the earth fourteen Indians
had been killed and there were bloody trails tC1
show that as many more had been wounded. The
foolhardy men had died game as an offset. We
made out that their camp had been carried by a
charge, and that the last of the fighting was handto-hand. Five of the women had been carried off
into horrible captivity, while all others had been
butchered-all save Grim Walker. The bodies had
been cut apd hacked and mutilated in a terrible
manmir, but we could have identified Walker by
his size, even had he been decapitated. The immigrants' horses had all been killed, the wagons
plundered and burned and the savages were
bundling up some of the plunder when we came in
sight and drove them away. All that was left
us was the sad ~ork of burying the corpses. ,
· A month later we heard that Grim Walker had
escaped from the fight, breaking ou,t of the grove
and riding off on a horse just as the conflict closed
in. Men belonging to the Overland had met an4
talked with him east of Kearney. He had three
wounds, but seemed unconscious of them as ha
brieflv related the story of the fight and vowed
that he would have the lives of five 'Indians for
every white person who had perished. Nothing
further was heard of him until June of the following year. I was then in Government employ as
a scout and dispatch rider, and was on the Smoky
Hill-Fork of the Kansas River, twenty miles west
of Fort McPherson, riding with two other scouts,
: when we came upon Grim Walker. He had gone
East after the massacre, and had built for himself
a bullet-proof wagon. It was a great cage on
wheels, and everything about it was made of iron.
Wheels, box, botto:rn, top---every part of it was
bullet-proof. It was pierced or loopholed in fifty
places for musketry, ventilated at the top, and
was drawn by four mules. The man must have
had considerable means at his disposal for a
vehicle like that, and he had come all the way
from Council Bluffs alone.
The interior was fitted up with a sleeping
berth, iron tanks holding food and water, and he
had come back to the plains to keep his vow. But
for his grimness the idea would have raised a
laugh. He ·must have .been en route for many
long days, and he certainly had passed through
many perils. We heard afterward that as ha
reached the fort one afternoon and it became
known that he would push on every effort WU
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made to dissuade him. For a time he was silent
-grim, deaf. Then he pointed to the northeast
•
and said:
"There lie the bones of my children ahd friends,
and I will not rest until I have avenged them
thrice over."
We were riding at full speed for the fort, keeplng the shelter of the dry ravines and the valleys,
11nd expecting at any moment to be pursued, when
\!Ve ran upon Grim Walker. His wagon stood on
the open prairie, at least half a mile from the
liver and the shelter of the cottonwoods. The
tour mules had been unharnessed and turned out
to graze, and the man was cooking his supper at
-. campfire, the smoke of which would draw Indians for ten miles around. Our astonishment
when we found him tl}ere alone kept us dumb for
a•fe,w minutes. We sat on our horses and gazed
~him, and he greeted our presence by a mere nod.
When I recognized him as Grim Walker I began
to suspect the enterprise he had on foot, and
after I had put a few questions he briefly explained:
"I am here to kill Indians. You can look my
~agon over if you care to."
It was what I have described. He had a barrel
or more of fresh water, a lot of flour and meat, a
small stove to cook on, and a perfect arsenal of
ftrearms. It was evident that the Indians could
not get at him with bullets nor tomahawk nor
ftre and it would take weeks to starve him out.
II'here was only one thing that troubled the man.
Bis stock would be killed off at once when he
_ was attacked,- and he would then ihave no way of
moving his wagon.
We helped him out of his dilemma by agreeing
to take the animals to the fort. The harness were
piled into his house and it was understood that he ·
woulg. come for the mules when he wanted them.
Be had a compass, and we gave him the exact
bearings, and as we rode away he was preparing
to toast another piece of meat, seeming utterly
unconcerned over the dangers of ihis surroundings.
As to what happened to him during the next three
weeks I had a few meager details from his own
lips, but plenty of information from warriors who
I
afterward beckame "friendly."
The campfire which Grim Walker built saved
the three of u s from being ambushed. A warrior
told me that forty savages were between us and
the fort when the smoke led them to believe that
. a large party of immigrants must be camping in
the bottoms.
The warriors were all drawn off by a signal
to attack the larger game, and before sundown
that evening two hundred murderous redskins
were opening their eyes very wide at sight of
one lone wagon anchored on the prairie under
their noses. How did it get there? Where were
the horses or mules? Was it occupied? They must
have asked themselves these questions over and
over again; but there stood the wagon, grim,
silent mysterious. The whole band finally moved
down for a closer inspection, belfovinf the vehicle
to have been abandoned, and hopefu that something in the shape of plunder had been left behind. They had come cle>se--they. had entirely
surrounded the vehicle-when a sheet of flame
darted from one of the portholes, and Grim Walker had begun to tally his victims. Before the red*1ns could get out of range he had killed seven

of them, using shotguns and buckshot. It was
only when they came to return the fire that the
savages discovered what sort of a vehicle had
been hauled out there among them. They wasted
hundreds of bullets before they ceased firing, and
with a rifle Walker killed two more of them before night set in.
Grim Walker and his wagon remained there for
a month. When the Indians would no longer come
to him he set out in search of them, •a nd he became a veritable terror. Twenty different warriors whom I interviewed between 1864 and 1867
told me that Walker was more feared than a
hundred Indian fighters. He killed everything he
came to that was Indian, including squaws, ponies,
children and dogs. No camp felt safe from him.
He had the .ferocity of a hungry tiger and the
cunning of a serpent.
During the summer our scouts saw Walker or
his wagon once a fortnight. He was last seen
alive on September 2 on the Republican River,
when he had a fresh Indian scalp at his belt. He
had then blQWn Up his wagon with the gunpowder
and abandoned it, although he did not state the
:f.act. His hair and beard had become long and
unkempt, his clothing was in rags, and there could
be no doubt that he had gone mad. On the 15th of
the month, as I rode with an escort of soldiers
soutih of where he was seen on the 2nd, antl fifty
miles from the spot, we found him dead. He Iay
on a bare J.cnoll, on the broad of his back, with his
arms folded over his breast and his rifle by his
side. His eyes were wide open, as if looking at
the buz2)ards sailing above him, and we soon satisfied ourselves that he had died :fTom natural
causes. He had a dozen scars and wounds, but
disease had overpowdered him, for his work had
been done. He had exacted a full measure of vengeance. Better for the Indians had they let his
immigrant party pass on in peace, for he ihad
•
brought mourning to a hundred lodges.
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EATING, DANCING, PRAYER FORM FOX
f
INDIAN RITUAL
Sixty or seventy years ago the Fox Indians of
Iowa began the acquisition of the English alphabet from missionaries. They learned a method
of wr.iting their own language by means of the
English alphabet, separating their words into
syllables. Since there is only a rough conformity
between the characters as employed by the Fox
In.dians and the actual sounds, it is necessary to
restore the phonetics of any Fox text so that the
symbols may correctly represent them. Dr. Truman Michelson, of the Smithsonian Institution's
Bureau of American Ethnology, has just lef11
Washington for his sixteenth session of this work
of collection and restoration.
Dr. Michelson, whose work has made him the
foremost authority on the Fox Indians, describes
their rituals as consisting mainly of eatin~, dancing and prayer. As is natural .with a pmnitive
people, their prayers invite material benefits, such
as long life, freedom from disease that the chief'~
village should be strong enough to resist jt8
enemies and that no foe should even be permitted
to gossip against the village.
According to Dr. Michelson the younger ~nera,.
tion now turn these once serious ceremomes int.GI
occasions for amusement.
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Terry; jhe Texan
-OR-

Tbe Mustang Herders of the Rio Grande
By DICK ELLISON .,.
(A Serial Story)

CHAPTER XX.II.
A Duel on Horseback.
"I'll rope that cuss, if I hev ter chase him inter
Jlexico!"
Just then Terry sat up, and a joyful cry escaped
1he beautiful girl.
"He lives! He lives!" she exclaimed.
The boy pulled his wits together, and recalled
what had happened.
"Don't fear for me, Inez," said he. "'The ball
did not pierce my skull."
"Gl'3.Clas a Dios!" she cried, fervently ·
Terry put his hand to his belt, and carefully
:felt the knife and revolver the're.
"I must leave you, senorita," said he.
"Where are you going, Terry?" she asked,
breathlessly.
"After that man. He cannot escape me now."
"Nol No! You are wounded! Ill! You mast go to
bed!"
"It's only the shock I suffer from," he replied,
with a smile, as he picked up his rifle and sombrero. "I'm all right now.''
"Let me bandage yer head, pard," said the giant.
"Oh, hello, Bill! You here?"
"Yes," said the ranche~o tying his neckerchief
around Terry's head, "an'. Zaldo has got a good
atart. But I reckon we'll overhaul him ip the long
:run if you're able to go after the scoundrel."
"Drink this; it will revive you, Terry," said Don·
Pedro. And he poured out a glass of wine and
,
gave it to the boy.
It acted like magic in restoring the young
Texan to his normal condition, and the pallor
left his cheeks and he hurried to the door.
"Farewell!" said he. "Don Pedro, when I come
Jiack the worst horsethief in Texas will be lying
d.eatl' on the plains. Adios, Inez!"
In a moment more he was gone.
Bill found him in the stable, harnessing Ginger.
Fi~ minutes afterward, the pair raced away
side by side, in pursuit of the lone horseman,
whose figure looked very small in the distance, as
le hastened toward the river.
A terrifi'c race over the plain now began.
It was a cool, sunny morning, and the horses
were fresh.
After five minutes, it became apparent that
tliey were swiftly overhauling the fugitive Mexiean.
Zaldo's mustang had picked up a stone, causing
Mm to go lame, and Terry and Bill took advantage of a pause the villain made to remove the
atone, and rapidly came up with him.
He now saw the pair, mounted, and rode off
agaia.
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Up went Bill's rifle to his shoulder, but Terry
·
·
exclaimed:
"Hold on, Bill! Don't drop him!"
"Pard, he's in range, isn't he?"
·
"Yes, but he is my meat."
"Oh, well, all right," said Bill, and down wenJ
his rifle, reluctantly enough. "Plug him · yerself.
"I won't. I'm going to take him alive. I don'i
want that rascal to die like a man, with his boota
on.'' ·
"He's due ter the· hangman.''
"Either that, or he must fight me for his life."
"I see. Ah, look out! He's goin' ter shoot back
at us!"
Zaldo has no rifle, but there was a revolver in
his hand, and he took careful aim at Terry, whe
was now close behind him.
· Before he had a chance to pull the trigger1
however, the boy whipped out his own revolver,
and fired.
The ball hit Zaldo's revolver and knocked it out
of his hand.
It was a remarkable shot, for Terry had aimed
at the weapon, and fired while the horse beneath
him was ,going at full speed.
A wild yell of fear now burst from the Mexican's lips, for he/ had only a knife left, and he
thought that Terry was going to shoot him.
But the boy had no such intention.
He returned the pistol to his belt and took -a
looped lariat from his saddle pommel.
"Stop, Zaldo!" he sang out, in sharp, deadly
tones.
"Not for. you!'' retorted the Mexican, fiercely.
"Then I'll stop you!"
And the boy whirled the loop of the lasso
around his head and let it fly toward the fugitive
with fearful precjsion.
The noose caught the man around the neck and
tightened there.
"Whoa, Ginger!" cried Terry drawing his rein.
The mustang stopped and Zaklo was almost unsaddled.
But when he began to choke, he had drawn his
bowie, and he now slashed at the lariat with it,
and severed it.
As it parted, Terry uttered an impatient exclamation.
Dropping the line, he drew his knife, and
dashed ahead.
."Zaldo !" he shouted. "Surrender, or I'll give you
my bowie!"
"To take me," hissed the other, brandishing
his own· blade fier~y, as h~ tossed the noose
away, which he-had taken from around his neck,
"you'll have to fight!"
"Very welll I'll give you a fair show! Guard
yourself now!"
The next moment, Terry drove his horse at the
man, and the cunning Mexican, who was an expert with the dagger, drove his horse aside.
As Terry shot past him and his knife arm flew
out toward Zaldo, there came a hissing clash of
steel when the two blades came together.
In a moment more they were circling their
horses around each other, in an attempt to find
.
a. favorable opening.
"It's your life or mine now!" hissed the Mexican, madly.
"That's what I intend,'' -coolly answered Terry,
with a nod.
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"If I win, will Bill shoot me?"
"No. I pledge you my word he will let you go
free!"
"Bueno! Ha! Take that!"
, His mustang charged on Terry suddenly , and he
leaned over the animal's neck and made a quick
· stroke at the boy.
For an instant the young Texan was taken t>:ff
',his guard, and the keen, glitterin g blade nearly
pierced his neck. ·
But by a sudden moveme nt, Terry flung his arm
around and parried the blow, turning it aside just
before it landed.
Giving his bowie a twist, Terry caught its point
' under Zaldo's guard, and sent his knife flying out
'of· his hand.
, It was a remarka ble feat, which only an ex·pert could do.
' A yell of terror escaped the man.
"I'm lost! Oh, I'm lost!"
The next moment;- Terry's fist struck him on
the jaw and knocked him out of 'the saddle.
l:{e struck the gro~nd with a thud, and Terry
dismoun ted, and pouncing upon him, turned him ·
over and bound his wrists behind his back.
· Then he got up, a smj,l.e on his face, and exclaimed:
·
· "Bill, I've got him!"

CHAPT ER XXIII-C ornering the Gang.
Zaldo looked astonish~d, for he thonght Terry
was going to . kill him, and when he found that
the boy showed no sign of doing so, his relief
was intense.
"t Finally he drew a deep breath, and asked,
uneasily :
'
"Senor, what is to be my fate?"
"First, you must' answer some question s."
"Yes; and then?"
"And then we shall decide what to do- with
you."
"I am not to perish now, then?"
"No. Your life shall be spared for a while,
at least."
"Bueno! Bravo! That is good news!"
"Don't crow. You ain't out of danger yet,
,by any means."
.
.
, "Well, what are your question s, senor?"
·
"How many men are there in your gang now?"
"Twenty , includin11: myself."
·
"All in Alamed a?"
"Not one."
"Where are they now?"
"In the Hermit's Cave, down 'by the river.".
".What are they doing there?"
"Waitin g for me to come back and report
your death."
·
"Indeed! That's cheerful news! And then?"
· "Having disposed of you, we intended to round
,up every mustang on the San Rosa Ranch, drive
them down in'to Mexico, sell the animals, and
disband. "
Terry whistled with surprise, and a keen glance
at the man showed· him plainly that the Mexican was telling the truth.
"That's a pretty game!" he exclaime d. "I'm
glad you confesse d."
"Well, you see, I thought you would treat me

better if I acted fairly by you," said Zaldo, "and
now I've got a plan to offer you. I'm in a bad
fix and must save myself. I'm ready to sell
out my friends."
"Treache ry, eh?"
"Call it what you please. I'm cornered , and
have got to look out for number one. That's
Zaldo! Are..you open to a bargain ?"
"I don't like your treacher y, Zaldo."
"Neithe r do I, but what cin .a man do? I'll
put you in the way of arrestin g my whole gang
if you will give me my liberty."
· Terry turned to Bill and said:
. "I reckon it shows ther measly coyote up in
his true colors. He's trickery ter the backbon e.
If he'd play a mean trick on his own friends,
wot wouldn't he do ter us if he got ther show?"
"We won't give .him a chance to fool us, Bill."
· "You bet we won't. See hyer, greaser. "
"Well, senor?" was the humble reply.
"D'yer mean ter say as me an' Terry kin g,it
ther best o' your gang without no outside help,"
"Senor, you can capture the whole party if you
do as I say."
"Jist explain yerself."
"The gang is in the cave. It has only one
entrance , beside which there is a big boulder,
balanced on a small · hillock. A slight push will
send the boulder over the mouth of the cave
and imprison my men, as they cannot remove it
from the inside. Once they are cooped up, you
can starve them into submissi on and finally make
them come out, one by one, to be bound."
"Thet sounds JoTery pretty."
"Can't you try it?"
"We intend to. While I try to entrap them,
Bill will hold you. At the first sign of treacher y,
he will blow your ugly head off-und erstand ?"
"That arrangem ent satisfies me," responde d
Zaldo, readily.
"All right; come on. We'll try it now."
A few mpments later, the three rotle away.
Within hAlf an hour, they came to a wild, rocky
_ section of the shore, and, dismoun ting, Bill tied
their horses.
Terry IQJ.ew where the cave was, and proceeding to the edge of the river, he skirted the rocky
obstruct ions, and passed into a sort of clearing , in
which there were p.ense masses of rocks and
bushes . .
The boy proceede d with great ca-qtion, Bill and
the prisoner bringihg up the rear.
Terry finally crouched behind a bush. •
Ahead was a dark hole in the face of the pile
of rocks, and beside it was an immense boulder,
such as Zaldo had described .
Not a man was seen.
The boy finally stole over to the cave entrance
and listened.
From within there came the distant murmur .of
men's voices. ·
"They are in there, all right!" he muttered .
Just then the sound of footstep s coming out of
the cave reached his ears, and to prevent the
man's exit, he rushed forward .
The Mexican inside saw him, gave a yell; and
fired a shot that bocked the boy•s sombrer o off.
But Terry plunged ahead, reached the boulder,
and gave it a shove.

(To be continued)
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maker when an aristocratic looking couple entered
and as]fed to ibe shown some of the latest styles
for the woman, a bride, to purchase. The mannequins thereupon filed before the callers, displaying
fashionable splendors upon which the lady commented with a pronounced Slavic accent. P:roa-ently she fixed her gaze not upon a dress, but
upon the face of the mannequin who was wearing
it and who returned the look with eagerness. To-gether they both cried aloud:
"Sonichka!"
· "Natacha!"
They were sisters, daughters of an aristocratic
family, who had been separated by the terrors ot
the revolution and had never since met. Each
supposed the other to have been done to death by
the Bolshevists. The one had become the wife of
a rich South American, the other had worked for
her living as a dressmaker's model-a lot to which
her brother-in-law intends she shall no longer be
doomed.

'LAUGHS
INTERESTING ARTICLES
QUAKES PREDICTED IN ALASKA
Anticipating unusual earthquake activity over
the world the next nine mt)nths, Thomas A. Jagger, volcanologist at the. famous Mauna Loa Observatory in Hawaii, is here preparing"' to establish stations in the Aleutian Islands and the Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes. Several note<l forecasters, including Bendani, of Italy, have ·sent
warnings here that severe crater activity may be
looked for in September.
SMALL BAR FOR WOMEN OPEN IN LONDON THEATER
The Fortune Theater, recently reopened after
interior structural alterations, is the only London
theater with a woman's bar.
·
It is an attractive place on a small scale. The
walls are stippled in mauve, the carpet is of a
deeper tone, tending toward wine color, and there
are chairs of tapestry-covered mahogany. The
"baby bar" for women only also is of mahogany.
IBSEN NOT SMOKER, BUT CHEWED.,
SERVANT REVEALS
What is regarded in some quarters as a distinctly shady skeleton in Henrik Ibsen's cupboard
has been unearthed through a newspaper investigation into the career of the great dramatist inspired..--by a lively controversy in literary circles as
to whether or not he was a smoker.
After much evidence had been produced by both
sides, Ibsen's old housekeeper was dragged from
obscurity to testify'. She declared that she had
never seen her master smoke; but then she revealed a vice which he had hidden even from his
wife. He chewed tobacco, and furthermore, the
house-keeper said, it wasn't even respectable tobacco, but the cheapest brand of American twist,
_ imported to Norway for Ibsen's particul~r use.
BRIDE, OF NOBLE RUSSIAN FAMILY,
FINDS SISTER POSING FOR-FASHIONS
A romantic and affecting scene was witnessed
the other day in the salon of a fashionable dress-

A NEW CLUB
I've heard of the Club Anatole in New York,
but where is this Club Breakfast that's so widely
advertised ?-Lehigh Burr.
AND A GOOD REASON IT WAS
He called her his main support because she al•
~ays stood him up.-Ghost.
LETTIN't; THEM ENJOY LIFE
· Sally. Say, John, · do you believe in long engagements?
.
John: Sure, wh~ not let peop1e be happy as long
as they can?
,
THE PREFERRED FILLING
Little girl playing dentistt looking in little boy's
moµth: You have a cavity. What do you want it
filled with?
Boy: Fill it up with chocolate.
"I was coming over to see you last night."
"I wish ~u had, I wasn't home."-Webfoot.
GETTING ACQUAINTED
"She said some nasty things about me, and I
met her only yesterday."
"It's a good thing you ar-en't old friends."Wisconsin Octopus.
A SENTIMENTAL BALLAD
Heard the Bologna song? Ton·i ght You Bologna,
Me.-Virginia Reel.
Official-How could the people get out of this
theater in case of fire? Lessee-They could step
right out in every direction. Official-There a.re
no doors. Lessee-No; but this old building
couldn't burn more than five minutes before the
walls would tumble out.
"But surely you believe that the sins of the
father are visited on the children." "I guess I do.
My gov'nor promised to let me have a tenner thil
morning, but he lost at bridge last night anii
I didn't get it/'
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Tracking a Bigamist
"Hello, Ed, here's notice of marriage in high
life," said a young police captain, glancing over
the morning paper.
' The person addressed was a man about thirtyfive years of age, dressed in a suit of sober gray.
Rather tall, with an easy and careless air about
him; a mild hazel eye, and a perfect passionless
face.
One to see him would not take him for a detective, yet he was by far the 'shrewdest man on
the entire force. His name was Edward K.
Smith, a·n d at that time New York knew no
ahrewder man or one better calculated to ferret
out crime than he.
"Who is it?" asked Ed, the detective, quite
carelessly without looking up from his memorandum book.
·
"The bridegroom is Mr. Walter ·c. Simpson,
the bride Miss Josie Crawford."
"Walter C. Simpson. Aha, I know him. He
is a rather fast young fellow who lives expensively uptown."
"Probably," the police captain replied. "I
know nothing about him."
"What does the paper state of the bride?"
asked Ed Smith, coolly.
"Nothing, save that she is beautiful and worth
a cool half million."
"Good strike for Walter."
"Very."
.
,
. Both . agaJn relapsed into silence; the captain
to delvmg mto the newspaper, the detective to
comparing notes in his notebook.
Several minutes passed without anything to
disturb the two officers.
Then came a knock at the door. It was a
light, tim\d knock, as though the person who
rapped almost feared to enter.
··
The captain arose -and opened the door. Before him stood a woman with a pale, careworn
face-a face which had once . been beautiful, but
sorrow had filled it with care and wrinkles; a
face yet young, and the hair, still retaining evidences of golden beauty, was streaked with gray.
Traces of beauty could not be seen in the
faded face. The mild blue eyes were soft and
tender; yet filled with sorrow and care.
The detective started up, and returning his
notebook to his pocket, looked once into that ale,
sad face. That one glance convinced him o the
cause of her sorrow.
Before him he saw a heartbroken woman. He
read her as if she had been an open book. But
one cause of all others courd fade the cheek and
turn that golden hair gray. She had _been deceived and disappointed in her affections.
"Is this the office of the chief of police," she
asked.
"It is, madam," answered the officer.
"Is he in?"
"No, madam, but he ·deputized me to act in his
place while he was gone. If there is any official
llusiness upon which you wish to see him I can
perhaps attend to it equally as well as he."
The lady-for lady she certainly was, l need timidly about the apartment, and Ed
1th, construing her glance to mean that the
rview was to be private, arose and left the
I

f

room. E~tering his own private office, he sat
down at his desk and resumed his contemplation
of the notes in his memorandum book.
·
In the meantime the newcomer was relating to
the polic~ officer her o~ sad story. It was full
of woe mdeed, though m reality the same old
story so often told, so sad and so true.
It was a case of love, marriage -and desertion.
From what she told and the police officer gathered and surmised, it was about as follows:
She was from the rural districts, a .,d her name
had been Sarah Font. She was the belle of the
villa_ge, the pride of her parents, and loved and
admired by all who knew her. Of lovers she had
scores{ but never gave in until she met Mr.
Know es. Mr. Knowles was from the city, and
dressed so elegantly, talked so beautifully and
had such an urbane air about him that he vfas at
once the admiration of all the girls in the village, and envy of all the young men.
_ He wore a ."~lick" hat, a beautiful mustache,
and always dressed in the best of style. · His
language was superb, and the young girls all declared him "killing."
In short, he- won the heart of the beautiful
S_arah Font. When he asked her hand in marriage she could not refuse, and though her parents desired her to wait until she knew him bettei:i. s~e consented to a seci:et marriage.
The knot wa~ lawfully tied, as she supposed,
·and _she the wife of the man she had loved so
passionately. Her parents forgave her and she
a~d her husband-1:ier dear ijichard-ea~e to the
village to dwt;ll with. Ji.er father until h'e could
purchase 'a suitable site for a magnificent residence.
. It was the i?ten~on of Mr. Knowles to astonish the oldest mhabitants of the village with his
wealth and power in the construction of .a residence W?rth at least l_ialf a million dollars.
Poor little Sarah's head was turned by the reputt;d wealth of her husband. She believed his
stories. How could a young wife believe a husband false?
A few short weeks of brief honeymoon passed.
Then came the sad awakening. The wife was deserted, just at the time she needed most a husband's care and love. Weeks passed into months
and he came not. She received letters from vari~
ous places, which was evidence that he was drifting about. At last letters failed altogether to
come.
Rumor was circulated that she was a deserted
wife. Her child was born, but died when but a
few hours old. She arose from a sick bed, a sad
wreck of her former self. Her !beauty had faded
and hair grown gray.
'
She moved about silent and ghost-like. Well
she knew now that she was deserted and betrayed.
When .sufficiently recovered; she determined to
set out and find the man who had so cruelly
wronged her, and make him repair the injury.
She left home in the night, and had traveled about
from place to place, tracing her faithless husband at last to the city of New York.
.
Here she had come and invoked the aid of the
police i11 helping her to find him.
The police officer listened to her sad story with
patience, and at last said:
"I sympathize with you very much, madam,
and will do all in our power t_o aid yau. Bu,
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mch villains usually cover up their tracks so
well that it is hard to get at them. The marriage
is probably void--"
"I have heard it hinted that it was," she replied. "We were married in a hotel which
_ stands direct on the line between two ~tates.
They say we were married in the State requir·
ing license, ·a nd had none."
"In such a case the marriage should be void
and he could not be convicted of bigamy, should ·
he have married before or since."
The_woman placed a handkerchief to her eyes
and wept bitterly.
"I do not care to convict him, bad as he is.
If I cannot win his love and retain it, I want
him to do me reparation for the great wrong I
have suffered at his hands."
The police o,fficer reflected a moment, and then
said:
"One of the most difficult things will be to find
out where this Richard Knowles is."
"He must be in the city," said Mrs. Knowles.
"He might as well be in the heart of an African wilderness for all the good such information
may do you. You will need the services of an
expert detective in ferreting him out. The gentleman who was in when you came in is a detective, of no little experience, either. If you desire him to assist you I will call him in."
The lady, expressing such a desire, the police
,·
officer went to the door of Ed Smith's office and
rapped upon it for him. The door opened and
Ed came out.
Beckoning him into the office, the policeman
introduced him to Mrs. Knowles, and he had her
story from her. Care was taken that the affair
should not get into the daily papers, and thus
give the criminal a scare and time to make his·
'
escape.
In company with Mrs. Knowles, both disguished, sometimes as men and sometimes as
women, they traveled about the city, visiting
various places of amusement. where they would
be most likely to find the fast young man of so,;iety, as the truant husband doubtless was. ·
Every effort failed. For three weeks they went
about from place to place, house to house, and
discovered no trace of the traitor.
Poor Sarah Knowles was almost on the verge
of despair. The detective, however, was by no
means despondent. He had a clue to work upon,
and ascertaining from Sarah the place of her
marriage, he left the city for a few days, telling
her to remain at her hotel until he returned.
After a week's absence he returned.
"It is all right now," said Ed Smith; "I think
•
I know where the scoundrel is."
"I am thoroughly recovered now, and fully able
to meet him," she said.
She having expressed such a desire, the detective went down and ordered a carriage.
They got in and were driven away. Straight to
the palatial residence of the newly-married man,
Mr. John H. Simpson, the carriage was driven.
"Your husband lives in that house," said the
detective, pointing to the magnificent Simpson
residence. "You had better get out and go in
and see him alone-. I will be near enough to aid
' you if necessary."
At this moment the door opened and a gentleman, tall, handsome and richly attired, came
out upon the street.
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. It took only one glance for her to recognize
hrm. It was her husband, Richard Knowles
'
alias John H. Simpson.
The detecti~e watched her from the carriage,
and was gratified at the manner in which she
bore up under the meetin~. They met upon the
pavement face to face.
"Richard Knowles!" she said, leaning agaipst
a lamp post for support.
"Who are you?" he demanded, somewhat gruffly.
. "J!ave you forgotten me already?" she said,
hftmg her veil, showing the face of the woman
•
he had once professed to love.
"You here?" he said.
"Yes, Richard Kno":les, or John Simpson, or
whatever your name 1s. I am your wife and
wherever the husband is, there the wife should
be also."
. "Our marriage was illegal. We were married
m a State requiring a license, and I was without
any. You are.not my wife, and shall not come to
·
rum my happmess now."
"She is your wife," hissed a voice in his ear
and the next moment Ed Smith had him by th~
throat. "You were married in the State not req1;1irin&' license, you scoundrel. I have investi•
gated it all. Now you are my prisoner."
"On what charge?"
"Bigamy I"
The news was broken gently to Josie Crawford, and she, after her first wild paroxysm of
grief was over, sent for poor Sarah.
"You_ are more_ wronged than I," she said, "but
everythmg here 1s yours. I have no rights here
'
but will be a sister to you."
Sarah di~de4 the property with Josie, and
they both live m the same house, loving each
other as only true women in misfortune can
~hile t_heir husband, the cause of so much woe:
1s servmg out a ten years' term at .Sing Sing.
TO ATTACK PINE BEETLE
With an armv of 160 men, the Bureau of En. tomologv and the Forest Service of the United
States Department of Agriculture have started an
iJltensive warfare against the pine beetle this
year in the lodgepole pine forests along the Continental Divide in the Bitterroot and Beaverhead
National Forests of Montana. This is the largest
undertaking in pine-beetle · control ever launched
in that district.
The control work will continue until in July,
when the beetles ordinarily emerge from the trees,
rendering further work useless. A total of $43,500, or more than twiee as much as was spent
last year, is available this year.
In fighting the beetle some of the ·badly infested trees are cut down, skidded together with
ho.rses, and burned. Other trees, partially infested, are )Jceled standing, by the use of a longhandled spud. The bark of the trees forms the
shelter for the young beetles while they are growing and while trans.forming from little white
grubs into stout, black-round-bodied beetles ready
to attack other trees. The infestation, which is
one of the largest in the country, has been extend~
ing southward in these forests f~ several years,
and immense quantities of timber have been d~
I
strayed, says the department.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
MISSION ARIES BALK REDS
· :Missiona ry work has helped to prepare the
Joung Chinese against Russian propagan da, "a
rea menace, mobilized to a greater extent than
ls commonly believed," the Rev. F. J. Cotter of
Wuchang , China, told the conferenc e of Outgoing
Missionar ies of the Protestan t Episcopal Church
at Church Mission House No. 281 Madison Avenue.
"Tb.e hope of the world is in the Orient," Dr.
Cotter said. "What China needs is belief in a
personal, living · Savious, a Saviour that must be
lived, not preached. "
NEW TYPE ROAD PAVEME NT COMES
FROM SWEDEN
A new system of road paving, which, it is
claimed, will stand a pressure of 6.7 tons and
four times that pressure at 50 degrees, the corresponding figure for asphalt being 4.6 tons, has
been invented by a Swedish engineer who has been
working on the problem for twenty years, says a
report of the United States D~partme nt of Com):nerce, from Stockholm , Sweden. The inventor declares that his roads will be cheaper than any kind
of pavement at present in use, will not be softened by heat and will not be made slippery by

rain.

NASH MOTOR ENTERS JUNE WITH 20 PER

RADIO AN AVIATIO N COMBIN ED FOR
BOSTON SHOW NEXT FALL
I~ conjunc~' ?n with the Seventh Annual Boston
Radio ~xposit1o n, New England' s first airplane
show will be held here in the Mechanic s Building
the week of Septembe r 26, it was revealed in an
annou~ce me~t made by Sheldon H. Fairbank s,
managing director.
Organiza tion of a complete committe e to make
arrangem ents is now in progress.
. ~h.e areronaut ical exhibit will be held in the Exhibition Hall, whlle the radio exhibition will be
staged in the _grand hall of th_e building.
In commenti ng on the combmati on of a radio
and aeronauti cal show, Mr. Fairbank s said·
"Radjo and aviation are comrades of the air and
. I be~ieve a. show ~ombining these features' will
provide an mterestm g exhibition ."
"
Mr. Fair~ank s· also said that he thought tremendous stndes had been made in aviation during
the. la~t year, and lends a striking parallel to the
ra~o. mdu~try five years ago. He points out that
aviation will not take the same course as radio
did because of the high cost, but added that he
thought Colonel L!ndberg h's achievem ent of flying
across the Atlantic from New York to Paris has
done_ much to arouse public interest in aeronautics.

,

CENT INCREA SE
PARISIA NS GIVE SYMBOL IC NOTE TO
In line with the demand which is 's weeping the
country, Nash Motors enters June with 20 per
SEALING WAX
cent more shipping orders on the books than were
.. 'lihe "languag e of flowers" long has been famreceived for June a year ago. This is true in both iliar to the romantica lly inclined· the language
of
the domestic and export fields, and in overseas t~e handkerch ief is equally kno~
flirtashipments all previous May records were shat- tious; and t~ose whose intercour se istobythe
the post
tered last month.
have contrived a moderate
comprehe nsive
"Orders 'for June shipments are in excess of language of the postage slamp.ly Now
comes
the
those received for any June in the history of the latest fad to interest
s-the language of
Nash Motors Company ," says E. H. McCarty, sealing wax. True, itParisian
may not be altogethe r a
general sales manager. "Every indication points . novelty, since a century ago
told of an unto a continuan ce of this heavy demand througho ut happy woman in "Don Juan" Byron
that when she wrote ·
, the summer and fall months."
her lover a farewell letter "the wax was superfine, its hue carnelian "; and doubtless there was
!HOLSTE IN WOMEN PROUD OF HAIR; NOT
some cryptic or esoteric significan ce in her choi~
1
ONE NATIVE "BOB" IN STATE
of that color. _But to-day such meanings have
' The no.rth German state of Holstein holds a
been d~veloped mto an extended code, now widely
unique record in that there is not a bobbed head rec~gruze d t~rougho ut Europe, especially
in the
to be found among its native women.
Latin countries, the home
If the traveler succeeds in discernin g a short- and also in South AmePica.of romantic sentimen t'
haired represent ative of the gentler sex, he will
'l'hus for announce ments of marriage s white
!find that she hails from elsewhere than this forsealing- wax is used, and for news of deaths,
mer grand duchy.
funerals or other
ly uses, black. Violet
The Holstein women, who are famed for their wax must be usedmelancho
messages of condolenc e,
beauty, pride themselve s on their thick blond or and brown for thosefor
intimatin g vexation or disbrown tresses. Even the girls of school age wear
pleasure. Chestnut
is the proper hue for inlong braids and object to cutting off what they 'vitations to dinner.color
Light red is reserved for
are taught is womanho od's crowning glory.
happy lovers and yellow for those whose passions
' Far from advertisin g their ability to clip woare not reciproca ted. Green is the hue of hope,
men's hair, the barbers in towns like Kiel or Ploen though a pale green
is employed for the convey·&lsplay beautiful braids and curls in their shop ance of reproache
Sky blue denotes constanc y• windows as an induceme nt to women whose hair in accordanc e withs. the
old term "true blue." Girlg
:ls scant to pad their natural crop.
writing to each other use rose-colo red wax, while
The women are up to the minute in other fashgray is the accepted color for simple friendship .
ions, such as sho:&t skirts and silk stockings , and
For business letters, a flaming vennilion is prethey subscribe to fashion journals as avidly as do ferred,
its intense hue shouting to the sense of
their sisters in the rest of Germany,
sight, "Money! Money! Money!"
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TEA ROOM FOR APES
Four apes are being taught table manne rs in
their own private tea room at the zoo.
BAY STATE COUR TESY
The compu lsory insuran ce law enforce d in Massachus etts will not affect motori sts visitin g the
State for not more than thirty days. For those
who wish to remain for more than the specifie
time during the Summe r period it will be neces-d
sary to obtain the same liabilit y insuran ce as required from the Massac husetts residen ts.
HOW BRITI SH FOOL BACK SEAT DRIVE RS
In hopes of solving the back-s eat driving
lem, an automo bile ,manuf acture r in Englan dprobhas
design ed a car with the rear seat backed up
agains t the front one. Passen gers in the rear
seat are spared the distrac tions of driving which
spoil mctori ng for some people. Windo ws are
cut
in the rear to give a view of the fleeting landsca pe.
GRIND ING OUT MOTO R LAWS
No fewer than forty bills affecti ng the use of
automo biles in Illinois have been introdu ced into
the State Legisla ture. They range from bills prohibitin g the carryin g of live animal s or pets
the open runnin g-boar d of cars to the proposon
State gasolin e tax of 2 cents a gallori and ed
posals to virtual ly rewrite the presen t motor provehicle act.

RECK LESS DRIVI NG STIRS PARIS PUBL IC
In Paris there is no speed limit for automo
and cars are freque ntly seen going throug hbiles,
the
city at forty-f ive miles an hour. There are several person s killed every day. Popula r feeling has
been stirred and a petitio n has been si~ncd by
20,000, headed by promin ent person s, deman ding
a speed limit of 12 miles an hour. Severe punish ment was also deman ded for reckles s drivers .
SCIEN TIST TO STUD Y TEET H OF ESKIM O
· To disprov e the theory of Howar d Mumm
of Englan d, that Eskimo s have the strongery,
est
teeth, Dr. Leurnn M. Waugh , profess or of ortho:
dontia at Colum bia Univer sity, will star,t on an
expedi tion that- Wjill carry him to the farthes
reache s of Labraa or. Dr. Waugh is sailing hist
own skiff, the "Nanu ," with two sailors and
young son, Donald . He has made former tripshis
to
the Arctic in such studies .
-NEW PARK WAY IN YONK ERS
North- bound motori sts can save conside rable
time in getting throug h Yonke rs by followi ng the
three-m ile section of the Saw Mill River Parkw ay
recentl y opened to traffic by the Westch ester
County Park Commission. Immed iately after
passin g the northe rn bounda ry of New York City
there are signs indicat ing rightha nd turns which
may be taken to get on Rumse y road, which leads
into the new parkw ay.
This route makes a detour from the vicinit y of
Van Courla ndt Park northw ard to Saw Mill River

road, comple tely avoidin g Getty Square and the
conges ted busine ss section of Yonker s. Particu
larly on S-undays and holiday s a conside rable sav--,'
ing of time and greate r comfor t of travel may be,
had over this new parkwa y.
·
BRICK MATE RIAL IS GOOD INSUR ANCE
Busine ss men who have learned QY more or les's
costly experie nce the value of protect ion are said
to be the heavie st investo rs in insuran ce. And
statisti c:; show that there ·was never a time
insuran ce buying was as great as it is today. when·
some 200 years ago gambli ng was f orbidde n Yet
by
law as detrim ental to public morals . Great Britain was respon sible for the develop ment of fire
insuran ce. There in its early days the insuran ce
compan ies suppor ted the fire-fig hting corps. Likewise Great Britain was among the first nations to '
provid e as a means of fire protect ion after the •
London fire.
r
STUD ENT SUICI DES BLAM ED ON EXAM S
A wave of studen t suicide s during the Spring
high school and univer sity examin ations has pre- •·
cipitat ed a controv ersy betwee n parent s and educators in regard to abolitio n of written semest er ·
tests.
·
More than twenty studen ts, princip ally boys,
are known to · have killed themse lves in Berlin
alone in the last -month . The Minist ry of Education blames parent s for a majori ty of the deaths·
becaus e it believes. childre n are too severel y dis- ·
cipline d at home for failure to make the grade.f
Parent s and some educat ors contend , howeve r, .':
that cxamina_!ions are the root of the evil.
SIMPL ICITY OF DESIG N MAKE S HOME FIT
SURR OUND INGS
Charm ing homes are a j(W to their owners and
to those who behold them. A romant ic ensemble, here picture d is the manse of C~arle s
Pratt, first of the younge r genera tion of the
Pratt family of Standa rd Oil fame, to build fine
countr y homes for themse lves.
The mansio n is located on a high, heavily wood- 1
ed knoll overloo king Long Island Sound, in Glen
Cove, and was designe d and built from plans by
Wilson , Peabod y & Brown , who recentl y completed a home nearby for Mr. Pratt's siste:r, Mrs.
Richar d Emmet t.
The lines of the house were purpos ely kept simple by the achitec ts, who avoided the ornate or
elabora te on the exterio r in order to make the
residen ce blend with the beautif ul setting of surroundi ng big trees. It is built of brick, whitewashed and topped by a gray-g reen slate rol)f, one ·
of its delight ful exterio r feature s being a cloister
on the garden side of the house.
The homey interio r and its artistr y is reflected ·
in a beautif ul overha nging stairca se with mest
delicat e lines and the pine room, so called becaus e ·
of its beautif ul panelli ng. There are twelve rooms
in the master quarte rs and ten in the service aide
of the residen ce.
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- Latest Issues 1240 Young Wild West Gathering Gold; or, Arietta's Wonderful Find.
1241 Young Wild West Showing His Skill; or,
The Shoot•Up at "Show-Down."
1242 Young Wild West Among the Apaches; or,
Arietta and the Death Pit.
1243 Young Wild West and the Government Detective; or, Tracking a Tricky Thief,
·1244 Young Wild West Caught on the Cliffs; or,
Arietta's Despdrate Climb.
1245 Young Wild West and the Ranchman's Boy;
or, The Sheep Herder's Revenge.
1246 Young Wild West and the Rival Outfits; or,
Arietta's Fight on the Cattle Range.
1247 Young Wild West with the Cavalry; or, The
Fight at Bear Pass.
1248 Young Wild West Finding a Fortune; or,
Arietta and the Flooded Claim.
1249 Young Wild West and the Mexican Raiders;
or, Exposing a Cattle King.
1250 Young Wild West and the Dynamite Fiends;
Oli, Arietta and the Avengers.
1251 Young Wild West and the Tenderfoot's
Legacy; or, Bafflinir the Claim Jumpers.
1252 Young Wild West Helping the Sheriff; or,·
Arietta and the Express Thieves.
1253 Younir Wild West and the Phantom Canoe;
or, Solving a Strange Mystery.
1254 Young Wild West's Square Deal; or, Arietta
"and the Rustler's Daughter.
1255 Young Wild West Stopping a "Ghost Dance";
or, The Charge of the Gallant 6th.
1256 Young Wild West and the Mad ~iner; or,
Arietta and the Secret of the Chffs.
1257 Young Wild West and "Gold Dust Bill"; or,
The Man with the Yellow Streak.
1258 Young Wild West and the Death Brand; or,
Arietta's Great Risk.
1259 Young Wild West's Pawnee Pursuit; or, The
.
White Flower cf the Redskins.
1260 Y:oung Wild West and the Mexican ManTrap; or, Arietta in the Robber's Den.
1261 Young Wild West's Lively Lariat; or, Roping the Rustlers.
1262 Young Wild West's Duel with a Dozen; or,
Ar ietta's only Chance.
1263 Young Wild West Trailing a Treasure; or,
Outwitting the Road Agents.
1264 Young Wild West Ruling a Ranch; or, Arietta and the Cow Girls.
1265 Young Wild West's Straight Shot; or, Cornered in a Chasm.

1266 Young Wild West's Mexican Mine• or, Arl'
etta Breaking a Siege.
1267 Young Wild West's Hottest Trail; or, Winning a Big Reward.
1268 Young Wild West Tracking a H~rse Thief;
or, Arietta and the Wild Girl.
1269 Young Wild West's Apache Friend; or, The
Hidden Gold of the Pecos.
1270 Young Wild West's Three Shots; or, Arietta
and the Rattlesnake.
1271 Young Wild West and the Sky Pilot; or The
Ropers of "Rough and Ready" Ranch. ·
1272 Young Wild West's Lucky Drop; or, Arietta
and the Outlaws.
1273 Young Wild West's Show; or, Caught in the
European War.
1274 Young Wild West and the Kaiser; or, The
Big Show in Berlin.
1275 Young Wild West Under Fire; or, Skirmishing on the French Frontier.
1276 Young Wild West Helping the Red Cross:
or, The Crown .Prince's Gratitude.
1277 Young Wild West and the Servians; or, The
Shot that Saved a General.
1278 Young Wild West's Neutrality; or, Accused
by Germans and Allies.
1270 Young Wild West and the French Spy; or
• The Honor of an American.
1280 Young Wild West at the Forts; or, Ou\.
witting a Russian Captain.
1281 Young Wild West and the Sharpshooters;
er, Arietta and the Hindoos.
1282 Young Wild vVest at the Flooded Trenchea;
or, Saving a Belgian Town.
1283 Young Wild West Along the Yser; or, Ari•
,
etta's Wonderful Shot.
1284 Young Wild West and General Von Kluckr
or, The Treasure of the Ruins.
1285 Young Wild West's Luck; or, Striking It
Rich at the Hills.
1286 Young Wild West's Victory; or, The Road
Agents' Last Hold-Up.
1287 Young Wild West's Pluck; or, Bound tG
Beat the "Bad" Men.
1288 Young Wild West's Best Shot; or The Rea,.
cue of Arietta.
1289 Young Wild West at Devil Creek; or, Helping to Boom a New Town.
1290 Young Wild West's Surprise, or The Indian Chief's Legacy. 1291 Youn~ Wild West Missing; or Saved By All
Indian Princess.
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